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NEW DEVASTATING MODEL B (or32K MODEL A) GAME
FROM BRITAINS LEADING SOFTWARE HOUSE

!

AUTHORISED BBC, ACORN AND DRAGON DEALERS
Special Offer— Deduct £1 per cassette when ordering two or more.

CHAPEL ALLERTON
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Bright Sparks . .
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SOFTWARE

SOFTWARE FOR ALL presents programs for the people! Our Ik

>f original programs for the BBC, DRAGON, and SPECTRUM is

growing everyday! Reasonably priced. Ingenious use ol

programming. Excellent entertainment. Theseare the hallmarks ol

SOFTWARE FOR ALL
Order now tor fast delivery or visit oneof our dealers. There's big

things happening lor all computer users . . . That's why we're called

SOFTWARE FOR ALL!

COMPUTER & VIDEO



TONIC FOR

THE TROOPS
I am at present serving in the

Falkland Islands, working out

of Port Stanley.

We are trying to get a
computer club started in the

evenings

A the b >f off-

have limited tacuMies — r.

ZX81 Sinclair computers —
and no recognised

instructors.

Could I therefore ask you
loi some back issues of your

club, plus any o

witho

30FDSQNR.E.
BFPO B66

Editor's reply: Those back

winging their way to you
SSGT Brown. We hope
they'll be useful in setting

ADVENTURER
NEEDS HELP!

has been niggling me for

months. It concerns the game

Fleece produced by Qn-Line

Systems.

So far, for three frustrating

months 1 have been plodding

without proceeding on to the

the forest for the day,

pounding the shopkeeper
with questions, threatening

the guards with death —

So please, please, I beg,

any Apple owner out there

le game and who have

passed the first stage, please
' 3 into Computer and

;ible. Thank you! 1 wait

eagerly.
" !p the Apple games

g — Imphotep and
Alien Lemmings were

Michael Tallenl.

Somerset.

BOMBED OUT

BOMBER!
< just received the

September issue of Computet
and Video Games and 1 have

ed into my 3BK Atari 800

program called Bomber
only to find that it did not run.—

program has been

will only n
16K Atari.

1 have converted it so it

will run on any memory size

GRAPHICS :REM CLEAR
SCREEN.
DL - PEEK(360) +

25B*PEEK(S61) :REM (Find

X This vi with

Then change lines 10, 70,

D, 130, 190, 250, 310, 440. 4S0,

00,560. 630, 690, 910 and

16183, 16305, Change
lumbers to: 15745 TO

DL+353, 15764 TO DL-372,
TODL+S31, 15943 TO

DL-551. 15965 TO DL+573,
TO DL+591. 16003 TO
11, 16183 TO DL+79I,
TO DL+813.

G. A. Ferguson,

Darlington,

POKEING THE

TRS-80 . .

.

Dear Sir,

Here are some pokes for the

TRS-80. 1 found them in the

Basic Programmers Notebook
by Earl H. Savage.

break key.

POKE 16396,301 — enables
break key.

POKE 16396,165 replaces

10 POKE 16422.67:POKE

16423,0.

Line 10 causes the TRS-80 to

automatically bypass all the

statements which address the

Bypass 2 for printer 20 POKE
15414, 14 i:POKE 16415,5.

Line 100 is the screen bypass.

PLEASE, LET'S

STAY SHARP

;e by what

down of interest in the Sharp

MZ-SOK both in advertising

and articles on this splendid

machine,
You have featured the MZ-

SOK in the Hardcore section,

ipply games converted from

another format? 1 am
particularly interested in the

747 Simulator, which is only

available for TRS-80 -Genie

machines i.e.

pwu™.! and BBC etc and nc

doubt we will be flooded will

remember that there are

pecific mags for these

lachines, and people such

s myself depend
a Sharp Use

;. D. Carson,

Lurgan,

Co. Armagh

Editor's reply: You are in

luck Mi Carson, a letter

came into our office the

other day from a group of

people who are considering

starting up a Sharp users

magazine. The subscription

rate would be between £4 lo

£6 and the magazine would
be bi-monthly. The person
to contact is Mr J. P.

Griffiths. 104 Waterloo
Road, Southport,

Merseyside. And may we
respectfully remind you
that some of the best games
we have published — for

instance World Cup
Manager — have been
written [or the Sharp.





TETRAIECH CHRISTMAS BARGAINS
As a special Christmas treat tot quick readers of Computer & Video Games we have obtained very limited
stocks ot the following products tor sale at very special prices! These items will be sold on a strictly "first
phone, first served basis so phone us now on 01 -941 51 37 We accept BARCLAYCARD
All prices include VAT at 15%. P8P extra.

ATARI 400 ITEMS ATARI VCS ITEMS

ATARI VCS 80 jG

THERMAL PRINTER 17?. SO TOUCHTYPE 17 25 i-

HICKORY DICKOdY DOCK 11.50 EUROPEAN CAPITALS 1150
DARTS 11.50 GERMAN 28 75

BREAKOUT 1!

9S
^5

BRITISH JIGSAW 11.50 SPANISH 28 75 SKYUiVLH (

95

SUPER CUBE 11.50 SCRAM 17 25 9'

HINT & SCORE i

STATISTICS 11.50 SUPER BREAKOUT 17 25
TELELINK 17 25 CHESS 17 25
BLACKJACK 11.50 MISSILE COMMAND 1725

CASINO 1195
BASIC MATHS 8.95

BI0RYTHM 11.50 ASTEROIDS 17.25 BRAIN GAMES

K

CHRISTMAS BARGAINS FROM TETRATECH

HEWSON CONSULTANTS

NIGHTFLITE
For the ZX SPECTRUM

G INTO LAND NIGHTFLI

." v. .
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Silicon Chip
MAIN DISTRIBUTORS '

ATARI AND VIC

Blend business with pleasure

ATARI 400 16K RAM E199.00 «IC 9t\ ODII **«/! OR
ATARI 400 32K RAM £259 00 « C ZO CPU E1 54 "95
atari 800 16K RAM £499.00 Commodore 64 E299.00 + VAT

BUSINESS SOFTWARE M «*«•—• » »•»». pu,ch„« tm .tth„ „,

„

u , ».

ATARI SOFTWARE

Silicon Chip

Ask about Pafl-Exdianges

302 High Street, Slough,

JOMPUTER S, VIDEO G.



RATTLE AND
ROLL!

add in the effect of an
esplosion to produce results

suniliar (0 an earthquake

scene on TV — the jolted

camera shot - gel it?

By POKEtng locatton 16424

judder in an alarming way —

10 PRINT AT 10.10;
"— DC

30 FOR N = 50 to STEP -

S

30 POKE 16424 ,N

40 POKE 16424, (50 — N)

50NEXTN
60 GOTO 10

D Beighion.

CHARACTER

PROBLEMS

odd bytes. Another

leaving just IK for progran

niai.:in[it-a such as the

rum (48K) or the Dragt

(32K), just how much of that

RAM is directly available to

the user lor program text.

Perhaps your Hardcore
article could publish a

Editor's reply; All you have
to do Alan is press Ihe

SHIFT key and the key with

the Commodore symbol on

it — you'll find that at the

bottom left-hand comer of

your Vic keyboard — at the

le time. Then you'll find

both u;

e available.

MISLEADING

MEMORIES
1 wonder if any ol your
correspondents or stall have
been slightly misled, as I

lor microcomputers, as far a:

the available RAM is

concerned 1 purchased my
Atom as much for its

expansion possibilities as

anything else, but I also felt

that 2K of RAM was a fairly

THE MICRO
CONFLICT .

,

odel A conflict.

As far as 1 am a
e Spectrum is on

.ere £175, a ZX microdrive

1 £50. a ZX prinler at £60. ai

S232 at only £20 and if you
ranted a proper keyboard b

bout £40, which would you

lad £300 to spend on any character set and "User-

omputer, the Spectrum defineable graphic

Finally, it is my taekef thai What is the difference?

Sinclair make the world's When a sound is generated

does the program stop until

he sound has finished? And
Inally is it possible lo sel up

I would be grateful if you

would publish this letter with fason Orbaum,

the hope of clearing a few Surrey.

Editor's Reply: No Jason,
jetween the Spectrum and the screen does not flash

when the Pause command is

Alan McAoley, used. The screen contents
Cauicktecgos, are retained when saving
Co, Antrim. and loading, and there is no

VIDEO FAN
difference between the

"characters" mentioned in

Sinclair's publicity. A

SPEAKS ODT
Dear Sir, alow slightly, and yes, ft is

Since finding your magazine possible to set up files.

in my local W. H. Smiths

back in November last year, 1

have been buying it regularly REVIEWERS
Computer and Video REVIEWED

Games fills a unique spot ,

amongst all the computer-

related magazines, dealing Dragon 32 computer and
more with the fun side of would like to offer my
computers, ihan boring us services for reviewing games
with the latest technical guff. for this machine.
which most of the others do. Paul Whilby.

f don't in fact own a Gloucester.

Editor's reply: We are still

proud owner of an Atari, short of reviewers for the

VCS, and find your Video Dragon 32 and Texas 99/4A

computers. If there's anyone

out there who has a printer

One request, how aboul with their computer please

doing a complete run down
on the Atari VCS?, as 1 (eel

sure there are many VCS
owners who don't really IT'S DRIVING
know much about the history

or technical side of the VCS YOU WILD
Mart Gentry, Dear Sir,

Ipswich I noticed in your November
Suffolk. Issue that some people were

having difficulty with Wild

SPECTRUM Strawberries. If they are

SPECIFICS
they will experience some

POKE commands disrupt the

Having read a lot about the

Spectrum several questions The lines to be changed
are: 65 where POKE 10240 +

Does Ihe screen still flash A should read POKE 38912 +

when the 'Pause' command is A. The same change should

be made lot line ?0. 75

When saving and loading a should be changed to make
POKE 10448 + A read POKE

retained or does it behave in 39210 + A. 100 should be
changed to make POKE

ZXB1? 756,40 read POKE 736.152.

On Sinclair's order form Philip Sadler,

both a "User-defineable Acion.



PERSOnRL COMPUTERSU

* 9 Colours
* 32K RAM memory
as standard,

expandable to 64K
* Extended Microsoft

colour basic as standard
* Typewriter Keyboard
* 6809E CPU
* Advance soundfeatur
* 32 Columns x 1 6 Lines

FREE 'Basic' training
" ral supplied

OUR PRICE £ | 65

CASSETTE *

DECK
E3^M_

* 16K RAM standard,
expandable to

;

* Extended Microsoft

colour basic

^SSSS^SSSKT * Typewriter
Keyboard

* CPU: Z80A/2.2 MHz
* 3 Sound Channels
* 40 Columns x

* Serial and Parallel I/O Ports

SPECIAL OFFER
GENIE I OR II

£249.00
inclairZXBI available ex-stock £49.95 inc. VAT. ^
'ost to CHROMASONIC Personal Computers,
18 Junction Road, Archway,
LONDON N19 5RD



GAME OF THE

YEAR WINNER
Those iavenous little devils, the
Nib biers, which appeared in the
very first issue of Computer &
Video Games, have finally done

They have won their inventor,

Paul Jay, a trip to Paris for two,

complete with spending money,
courtesy of Computer & Video

After careful consideration and
much heart-searching by our panel

of judges, Paul's Nibbiers was voted
the winner of our first Games Pro-

gram of the Year competition.

Nibbiers won because it was a

simple but original idea, which in-

cluded different levels of difficulty,

sound and graphics. It ran smoothly
and proved easy to key-in but com-
pulsive to play.

So congratulations to Paul and

who held out high hopes of Paris in

the Autumn,
And for those of you who have

not yet had a chance to meet The
Nibbiers, we will be printing a Vic-

20 listing we received which was
converted from Paul's game.

Congratulations to all you master-

But judging from the many
phonecalls we received about Puz-

zle C we may have been too clever.

We changed one of the pages in

Puzzle C to make it impossible and
this obviously confused some of

you, but most managed to come up
with the right answer.

The correct solutions were —
reading from the bottom of the page

A) Red, Red, Yellow, Yellow.

B) White. Green, Black, Red.
C) Impossible.

D) Red, White. White. Black.

The three winners will be
announced next month.

THE EMPIRE
STRIKES OUT
The Seventh Empire is a unique
game and competition which will be
starting in C&VGs February issue.

It is a computer moderated game
specially designed for C&VG by
Mike Singleton.

Every player will control one of

the galaxy's many tribes with seven
space fleets to despatch around the

star systems taking part in the

empire battles for a share i

ter of our April issue star game,
Kriegspiel, a chance to take your
computer's Panzer divisions in a

tank battle scenario.

War Path has a Wild West theme
which gives the Indians every
chance to reverse history. It also

maps out Ron's unique Big Screen

approach to computer war-gaming.
Instead of printing out the listing

for one machine, Ron will be taking

you through each part of the pro-

gram, month by month, explaining

how the Big Screen technique

works and showing how it can be
utilised on many different compu-

War Path kicks off our new year

and provides some marvellous les-

sons in making the most of compu-
ter memory and TV Ecreens.

The Seventh Empire rules are

printed in the January issue. So all

you budding fleet commanders
should pick up a copy to find out

how to partake in galactic warfare,

make piracy work for you and play-

off one warring empire against

another.

The rate of expansion mentioned in

previous reports has slowed greatly

due to conflicts with other races on
the thrice removed frontiers.

The powerful and hostile Pirate 1

is being kept out of Gzinti territory.

His scout fleets are detroyed by our
border fleets who are taking mini-

mal damage.
Artifact Collector 1 has proved to

spoils, initiating your own raids and
acts of piracy.

It will accommodate from 1 to

10.000 players with a winner being

the player with the most points

scored each month. Top scorer in

the first month's game will win a

Colour Genie Computer.

The first 1,000 readers we hear
from will enter free, the rest will be
asked to pay a token SOp charge but

after that first turn. Seven Empires
will only cost you a stamp every
month.

Fill in the form below and rush it

to: The Seventh Empire, Computer
& Video Games, 8, Herbal Hill, Lon-

don EC1S SJB. Although you can
enter the game any time, you will

need to be on our records before

the February issue goes to press in

order to enter that first month. See
page 72 for the background to the

game, the rules come next month.

The name ol the tribe It

be non-hostile and information re-

ceived from him concerning Pirate

2 has resulted in our strengthening

of the border between Gzin and
Pirate 2, Furthermore a large force

has been mobilized with the intent

of destroying Pirate 2.

Artifact Collector 2, after being
initially hostile, has retreated, as

large force is pursuing him with the

aim of neutralizing his threat. A time

and labour-consuming job, but vital

to ensure continued expansion and
replacement of lost ships.

The fleet drawn into the black
hole has remained silent and must
be considered lost. However, the

black hole provides a barrier to

attack from regions beyond it.

The prime directive is never for-

gotten, non-robot popularion is des-

troyed wherever ships can be
spared, though the needs for our

survival and supremacy often con-

flict with it.

End of report.

The Gzinti Fleet Controller

COMPUTER & VIDEO GAMES 1 ]
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Special Offer from SRS!

And now forthe big picture.
PIXEL POWER

, i.i , .r , .. .. k--. :
,v-i ,,..,.. livr- T'-.ti- i, :h?r,-nf ' i'xgi

E 10.50. VIC20 El 8.50ftape or disc).

SUBSPACE STRIKER Our cop selling, plg
screen graphit game. With your deadly Antimat
torpedoes, yqu unleash havoc in the Federation

subspace, Fast. ZX8I £5 50 VIC20E9 50 I6K

STARQUEST A voyage of discovery and
adventure in the cosmos. With the help of your

the perilsof deep space ZXBI E5 50.VIC20E9 50 160

ENCOUNTER Would you know what to do If

you encountered extra-terrestial beings? In this

adventure, you are snatched off the Earth and the
space invaders play VOUI ZXBI £5 50.VO0E950 II

ZOR Battle of the robots Fight for survival in this

action-packed strategy game. Megajoules of destructi

energy In a futuristic duel. ZX8t £5.50. VOO.E9.50.

'-•e^yi'i

IK plus anded
VIC20. A graphics workshop packed with useful
features like Create. Amend. Save. View Set. E9 50
Refreshes the pixels that other programmes can't reach.

fSee Pixel Power In action in Trader and Subspace Striker)

HARVESTER Keap your reward In the
Boosrerspice Fields around the planet Delta. A cut-

throat strategy game for 2 to 4 players for the
unekpanded VIC20. £4.50.

BRAINSTORM The telepathic emissions of the
friendly Psions can wreck a human brain. Can you get
our three space explorers across a river of nasty goo
without blowing their minds Unexpanded VIC20. £4 50.

GUITARPIX 1 For the VIC20 owner who wants
to play the guitar The first of a series that shows how

Send SAE

dVOO. E4.50.

PIXEL
I COMPUTER & VIDEO GAMES



We won't

be beaten on

price!

Only trained personnel

at Spectrum!

TEXAS TI99/4A
^ •*• k%^ Sensational Value from Spectrum!

CASHBACK0FFER1
~L E50 CASH MBATI WITH EWEH* *

TEKflSTI99-4flPUHCHflSEDm PIM. uktor1ull<MWl> W

CEESB

Hew Spectrum Centre*

BANBURY • CAMBERLEY
CHELMSFORD • COVENTRY
DARLINGTON • DONCASTER

GLOUCESTER • HULL

HYDE • LONDON SE1

LONDON N20 • LONDON W13
NORTHAMPTON

NORTHW1CH • OLDHAM
PEMBROKE • ST.

Spectrum LOW Price

LOW price PLUS! I

( oiler- that's right, 5

mailing slip & recei

e173
00

EESEnna

STOP PRESS
Arriving soon! Very limited

quantities of the fabulous

LYNX 48K
5-6S£195.?

Commodore VIC-20'

Unbelievable f101.50

HewLOWpricel

Super RABBIT Software tor VIC>20

MORE SPECTRUM LOW PRICES C-





!H!M:lJAkB:Mr

Spectrum IOW price £475.00
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555NEW PRODUCTSNEW PRODUCTSNEW PRODUCTS EU

ALIENS WILL
GIVE YOU THE
SHAKES



55l\EW PRODUCTS IMEW PRODUCTSNEW PRODUCTS NE1

Guess what part you play in

this happy tittle tale? That's right. I

you are Henry. Watch out for that 1

ts £5.95 from Swansea based

m Saturnsolt this

hallenge you lo axpande

GUNNING FOR

ALL THOSE
TOP NAMES

on The market? Or do you have a

pet hate — a computer that has

behaved badly?

Either way this game offers

pany logos of a selection of rival

month are two ;

lor the SpectrL

Mines of S

IT SHOULDN'T

»l£~I HAPPEN TO A

""Ttt BRICKIE!

Swansea-based Nrm at £4.35 I
or

the 2XB1 versions and £5.95 for

:m Stainless this 1
adventure g;

<eys to the Castle Z



MICHAEL ORWIN'S ZX81 CASSETTES

QUOTES
"Michael Oiwins £5 Cassette Two is veiy

gamps which work, after plenty of "va rieTv^an

d

Inm the Si Soim/are review
m Your Computer. May 82 issue.

.
.-:,:,.

P. Hubylhon, London m/10

on'^CastmeVne' which you supplied

1

me'with
earlier Ihis month" £ H. London SW4

:.
: .

Managing Director,

Mine ol intonnalin,- Hit

CASSETTE 2
Tan games in Basic tor «6k ZX81

Cassette Two contains Heversi Awari Laser
Bases, Word Mastermind. Rectangles. Crash,
Roulette. Pontoon, Penny Shoot anil Gun Con.

CASSETTE 4

VI. SCRAMBLE
Ima chine cade]

Bpmb and shoo! your way through the fortified

GUNFIGHT INVADERS

SB W,
FUNGALOIDS (machine code)

GALAXY INVADERS
I machine code]

Fleets ot swooping and diving alien craft.

LIFE [machine code)

A ZXS1 version ol the well known game.

3D TIC TAC-TOE (Basic]

brain. It is very hard to heat the computer at it.

7 ol ibe 8 games ate n ma.-r •„: t.nr.n because
this is much tester (ban Basic. (Some ot these

CASSETTE 3

STAHSHIP TROJAN

STARTBEK This ve^onTtbe well known space
adventure game tenures vanab'e Kin go.-, nn-uii

: KRAAL
°'' e

"
'

BATTLE Strategy game tor 1 to 4 players.

KALABHIASZ Worlds s ist card game, loll ol

CUBE Ri.bik Cube Simula tot. with lots ot tunc-

furs ni:li.-,1irfj T<0 ckslen"

SECRET MESSAGES This message coding prog-

MARTIAN CRICKET A simple but addictive game
Itotally unlike Earth cricketl in machine coda.
The speed is variable, and its top speed is very

CASSETTE 1

React, Invaders, Phantom aliens, Maze ol death
Planet lander. Bouncing letters, Bug splat.

Basic:

IChinq. Mastermind. Robots, Basic Hangman
PIUS Lame scronn veisiu.-is el Invaders and
Maze ol Death, ready Inr when von gel if.k.

Cassette 1 ceils D.Btt

Michael Orwin, 26 Brownlow Rd Willesden, London NW10 9QL (mall order only please)

c'i*>::vx<: <

Commodore 64
64K Colour Computer

Stock Now
£345

Now Available
EMI Submarine Commander

EMI Jumbo-Jet Lander
Incredible Games for Atari

\|f\i Reduced Price

Basic Cartridge

Atari 800 1 6K inc

Basic

£34.90 Over 900 software programmes
always in stack. We carry

£499.00 P,o0at)ly the widest range w

VISION STORE os
Vision Store, 3 Eden Walk Precinct
Kingston-on-Thames, Surrey. Tel: 01-546 8974 «



MICRO COMPUTERS

I ORDER BY PHONE HHifiiS^B
|
Phone 01-240 3386 and quote your Credit Cord No. for I

I immediate despatch. 24 hour answering service.

REW Micro Computers. 114-116 Charing Cross Road. London WC2. Tel: 01-240 3386

REW



I Gt. rarmoulh rot our vxVw
favallabte 2* hour, a daylV^)«L

I 7 days a w«k) quoting -* it .\«

ft. SPECTRUM- BBC -ZX81
STARSHIP ENTERPRISE KILLER SATELLITE

[in attacks, graphs hy|in- /•, r-

jr<lBKSnectnjm£5.95.

GROUND ATTACK
Survival is the name qf the game in this eliciting Scr-i

type arcade game For the ZX.Spactrum

NEW! ZX81-COMPILER
ICMicm.ModelBonlyE5.95



fffiffiNEW PRODUCTSNEW PRODUCTSNEW PRODUCT

PIMANIA game Irom the Beikshire'based

software house - Mikro-GEn. It

5.50 plus 4Dp postage and



"We will be flying at a height of 30,000 feet.

Our air speed will be 500 knots.

And there's a fairchance we're going to crash!'

1

•

IfHtfM



You could hardly describe THORN EMI's

'Jumbo Jet Pilot as simply another video game
11

'
"''' " ' J-!"" 1

like instrumentation and graphics

you need to be alert. You should

expect rhe unexpected. And you definitely

shouldn't lower the undercarriage when your air

speed isdropoingand the horizon suddenly

' -?.. It*. ''

Wswa



TVGAMES CENTRES TVGAMES CENTRES TV G/S

CHARMING
ENCOUNTER
WITH E.T.



5 CEMTPE^VGAMESCEffiRE^VGA^^^^fflra

WORDS OF WISDOM FROM A D17!
im*LZHi

n Mattel a

inij Hi

n r: ki n,j out factories,

s, warships, airstrips, a

rcraft batteries.

t those Messersch mitts that is Space Spar
e screaming down towards the You are at the cockpit ol a

eat hulking target of the 817. Starfighter. Your computerised

:k your targets on a map of you as you prepare for battle.

estern Europe which appears The ship's computer reports
the screen. Extra points are on the status of ail ship systems,

larded lor successfully bomb- The Central Computer reports

]
a target further from base. on the energy level and the num-

cheap. Space Spartans, and BI7

Bomber for example cost £29.95.

The games require the Intelli-

This plugs into the Intelliuision

centre's games socket. The mod-
ule is in the shops now at £50.

STOP THE

SUITCASE

SHAMBLES
E

IN THE JUNGLE SOMETHING STIRS
Lost Luggage tumbles from the

revaluing baggage dispenser as

The bags start enming faster



SPECTRUM
NEWS FROM

SP48 SP80
32K Memory extension 64K Memory extension

£25 £50

£<&^ *•"»

<&& ASS
.B»0r Chess

Computer
News

[ie95p(plus2;ir>PSPlnia

stBillub8ilMBn)Moti-Ftil0am-5pro,SM]0«ra-3pm

aiuraiidarc^an'.™.r..i'!^ ..;..,. , m.-iil vr>ur chequs«FO

msm
COMMODORE fcuZfO*
MAX/64/V1C I BEST
SOFTWARE tpBICES;

NFfflBr

flew dteji 400 Keyboard -

jffABlY FAST NATIONWIDE
MAILORDER

gmcmgij ON ALL PRODUCTS.

XlN. ATARI De P' c -- 5D Newlan St., OH Piccadilly. Manchester Ml 2EA Tel: 061-236 3083 061-236 7269
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Endgame is the pan of chess where
precision is most important — one
slip heio can throw away the
benefits of hard-won advantages
and victories secured in the middle

Computers generally play end-
games badly and yet ii is endgame
play which is widely believed to be
the best mark of a good human

A well known example of King
and Pawn against King (KPK) is in
figure 1. White's only winning move
is K-QB2, not K-Q2 or E-KZ Yet to
discover this by searching involves
looking ahead 27 ply.

If KPK is so difficult, it is hardly
likely that a program would find the
best move in a complicated end-
game such as. King, Rook and two
Pawns against King, Rook and three
Pawns. How can the grandmasters'
endgame knowledge be captured?
An obvious approach is to turn to
textbooks such as Basic Chess
Endings by Reuben Fine,

"' reader, textbooks
o be I

biguities and obscurities. The rules
given are unvariably vaguely
worded with numerous exceptions.
Despite this there is the remarkable
fact that textbooks are genuinely
usemi to the reader and in the case
of endgames such as KPK seem to
show how lo play almost perfectly.
A possible explanation is that

chess players have some "internal
model" in terms of which a piece of

I advice such as, "develop Knights
before Bishops" can be interpreted
without its meaning being precisely

For instance, "Knights before
Bishops" is subordinate to "Do not
lose your Queen for nothing" and
this is considered too obvious to be
worth stating.

Finding all such hidden excep-
tions to rules is difficult for the pro-
grammer but simple for the tex-
tbook reader to do. Often there is a
conflict of objections. How does
"advance the Pawn" rate relative to
"take the opposition with your
King"? People seem to resolve such
conflicts without noticing

One of the most important skills

which humans exhibit is the ability
to generalise from specific exam-
ples to a large number of equivalent
positions while also recognising ex-

In figure 2. White's only winning
move is K-N4. Giving this informa-
tion to a human player immediately
gives him a great deal of other
information. For example, if the
whole configuration of pieces were
moved to the left or the right or up
or down the board, the same White
move (King one square forward)
might well still be right (you might
like to check whether this is really

And with the White King on
N4 and the Pawn on B2 initially the
move P-B3 is also correct, since it

transposes to the same winning
position. K-N4 would still be the
correct first move, even if White's
King were on R3 or R4 instead of N3

There are clearly many different
situations represented by the one
diagrammed example and the
chess player can make this gener-
alisation easily while appreciating
that if the White King were on QE

"

in Figure 2, K-N4 would °31<"ybe th

correct move. Playing K-Q3 then
gives a position which is more
favourable than taking the opposi-

Given an endgame programming
environment, which allowed one
example position to stand for many,
where unspoken objectives (such
as "avoid losing material") were
automatically included and priori-
ties among goals were easily speci-
fied, it might indeed be possible to
program the endgame by giving
little more than the examples from a
textbook.

This son of approach has been
tried in different forms several
times in the last few years. As an
example of what benefits may be
gained, it turns out that to program
KPK for the stronger side to win in
every winnable position requires
only the specifying of 20 simple
patterns, plus a suitable "environ- i

ment", not the 38 ply search needed
by a conventional approach.

BY MAX BRAME
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Missile Command

5 i million reasons yvhj |hj Atari Home
Umipti(cnTs*>nielhingAo_vee.The display
screen used with our computers iscomposcd
til M2 hori/oiual lines, each containing 520
dot-. Delivering colour and luminosity
i nsl i'u ctions loeachdoi for ;i second requires
5.7million cycles.. .a loiofwork lor [he normal
6502 pi-occssor.

That's why the Atari computer has
equipped its 6502 willi its own electronic
assistant. It's called UN IK.

1

, and it handles all

the display work, leaving the 6502 free to

handle the rest. What this means lo you is

nncompiomisiugiy spectacular display

capabilities without loss of computer power
needed 10 carry out the demands ofyour
program.

Thai's a quality you jusl don't find in

ordinary home computers. And it s one of the
reasons some computer experts, say that

Atari computers are so far ahead of their time.
There- more,. Avlikh is what vou'd

cxiiet'i from Atari Lm iniaiie. The Atari Home
i i e

I

'i.
i
!-..

:

languages lo give the user maximum control
ol iisexiiaordiuaiy capabilities. PILOT
Microsoft BASIC and Atari BASIC are under-
stood and spoken by Ihe Atari computer.
You] 1 a Iso hudou rAstern bier Editor ca rtridge
indispensable fn,- machine language
programming.

Sound.An Atari computerhasfoursound
genera tors, or voices, activated by a separu te

microchip. This leaves the principal micro-
processor chips free lo perform other tasks.

And you can lake full advantage of this capa-
bility which isdesigned foreasyprogramming.

Change. Atari Home Computers have
been designed tomake changeandexpansion
easy. The Atari computer has a modular
operatingsystem thatcan be easilyreplaced as
new technology develops. If you need it,

memory expansion requires no more than
inserting additional RAM modules.'' And the
Atari ROM cartridge system also makes iteasy
lo change languages. In short, your Atari
computerwon't become obsolete by future
'.icv.'lnpmciu-..

Ixva use it already
incirpo rates Ihe future.

Sharing. To learn more about Ihe
anwing capabilities ol Atari Home Compu-
ters, either visit your local dealer or fill in the
coupon below.

THE GRAPHIC DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
ATARI COMPUTERSAND ALLTHE OTHERS.

ill"!"'

|
Q ATARI
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leasesendme FREE a brochure, price list and iheaddress!
I ill', ncarcsi stockist
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Address .
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WATCH OUT,

THE WARRIOR
IS ABOUT!
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ACTION!

P

s c machine mad
sW.I'ams Flash

The Pmhai 0\

ciebon mas barn n 19/6 «nd

has i'.*r 'apidiy It offers a

spares service, a techncal

library a morthlv magazine

M lo- .

Membership costs O 50. aid

this includes a subsciption tu

the magazine, called Pinball

Player and Penny Slot Collec-

tor, plus all the other
" m offers. taken by Donkey Kong

are interested

machines — further informa-

tion, or membership, is avail-

able from the

HQ at the following address:

The Pinball Owners' Associa-

tion. Arcadia, 465 Cranbrook

Road, llfnrd, Essex, IG2 SEW.



almost

Christmas. Even
favourite friends the aliens

are getting into the festive

spirit. It seems that the best

gift this

space pod — and our little

aliens just can't get enough

of them. Some unscrupu-

lous aliens have actually

decided to resort to steal-

ing these much sought after

space pods. As an em-
ployee of Santa's Inter-

Branch your job is

to defend these pods from

the marauding aliens.

This game <

parts. In the first you blast

away at the multi-armed
aliens as they attempt to

steal the pods. If you man-
age to shoot an alien which
has stolen a precious pod

32 COMPUTER & VIDEO OAMES
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before it reaches the edge
of the screen you'll get the

pod back. In part two —
which starts after the third

multi-armed alien is shot —
your task is to collect pods

being dropped by aliens.

You must do this quickly as

the aliens have the nasty

habit of exploding — and
will destroy you if your ship

is too close. If you manage
to get through unscathed

the game starts again with

your ship at reduced power
until you reach 6000 points

when you will be refueled.

Controls are: I-up, J-left,

K- right. M-down.

Variables and
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Choose from over 100 titles with

the SBD Christmas Collection
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To SBD Software, FREEPOST, IS JOC
SURREY TW9 1 BR. Telepfione 01 -948 04

Please send me the following nem

IYN ROAD, RICHMOND,

of software:

D 1 enclose cheflge;p «al «der for Grand TW*

D "ease Oct.. my Access! Ba.clayr.ard [deltas app.l

L?

i
1 1 1 1 1 ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

|E-p D3

^
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TRACKBALL JOYSTICK
Available lor both Apple and Atari.

COMPUTER « VIDEO GAMES

manoeuvres In your ow

trackball Joystick. 360

i!°J only £39.95*



Y CO-ORDINATE
>r alien pod

. .
Your ships bullet

CX X CO-
ORDINATE of screen center

CY Y CO-
ORDINATE of screen cenler

D. Number of land

of alien appeared so far (3 o

each IdndXalso mode of

H Randomly chosei

direction for alien(horlzonlal

or vertical)

K Read Keyboard

L Number of pods

left

N Looping

OA OldXCO-
ORDDNATE of alien

OB.,. OldYCO-
ORDINATE of alien

X Old X CO-
ORDINATE of spaceship

OY.. OldYCO-
ORDINATE of spaceship

p Looping

[is m iment routine is used

determines whether the

computer meets "NEXT" or

"RETURN"

SP Speaker click

ST Score at which

bonus power is given to

spaceship(6OO0)

T Loop around ma
routine(s)

Tl Time in which

DXB. OldXCO-
ORDINATE of bullet

VY Magnitude t

spaceships vertical veloc

X X CO-ORDINATE
of spaceship

XB X CO-
ORDINATE of bullet

XV Velocity of

spaceship (horizontal)

Y Y CO-ORDINATE
of spaceship

YV Velocity of

spaceship (vertical)

Z Looping



on Atari Vic 20,commodore 64 and

r £120 worth of computer
hardware apply now for interest free credit by telephoning
Mail-order: (07021 552911. London Shop: 01-746 0926
Birmingham Shop: 021-356 7292. Southend Shop: 0702
554000 or write to P.O. Box 3. Rayleigh. Essex SS6 SLR.

You pay 10% down, then 10% per month for a further
nine months (to nearest penny). Example: VIC20 Colour
Computer. Cash Price £169.99. Credit terms: £16.99
down then £1 7 per month for nine months- Total £169 99
Credit quotations on request.

THE NEW COMMODORE 64
The incredible new computer from Commodore comes

with 64K RAM fitted! Plus 16 colours hi-res graphics
320 x 200 pixels, 40 columns by 25 lines, Z80 micro
processor can be added — that means you can run CP/M
software, 8 independently movable Sprites with collision
detection, and a sound generator with 3 voices, 4 wave-
forms, envelope and filter to rival some dedicated music
synthesisers And all this at the most incredible price ever.

(AF56L) Only £339.00

The amazing new British com-
puter with a full-travel standard
keyboard, a 16-bit microproces-

sor, 32K RAM fitted (expandable
to 64K and later to 256KM), 9
colours, hi-res graphics and
Microsoft extended colour BASIC
(the very best BASIC to learn

with). It can be used with virtually

any ordinary cassette recorder, it

has a printer interface (Centron-
ics-tvpe], joysticks are available

dible for

money. (AF57M) Only £199.50

THE AMAZING ATARI COMPUTERS

THE FINEST SELECTION OF ATARI SOFTWARE
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THE ULTIMATE
ADVENTURE
FOR THE

SPECTRUM/ZX81
for only £9.95

Your eccentric father

has left you £10,000 in

his will. In order to claim your -jsiha.iorSDearu

windfall you must solve

twelve clues and gain access to a bank account
in which the money has actually been
deposited. Be the first to crack the puzzle and
the prize is yours! Plus you will win two tickets

to the city of the secret KRAKIT™ vault

location. The prize money is increased
ikly. A telephone number will be

supplied so you have the opportunity to

find out just how much you could win.

I nniini itim^ DON'T MISS YOUR CHANCE
COMPUTING TO WIN A FORTUNE!

396 JAMES RECKITT AVENUE
HULL. N. HUMBERSIDE. HU8 OJA



a ATARI m
400 (exc BASIC)
400 (inc BASIC)
800 (exc BASIC)
800 (inc BASIC)

£173.04
£216.52
£390.43
£433.91

ATARI PACKAGE DEALS
400 (16k) + BASIC + Recorder + Joystick +
Manuals + 5 Blank Cass. + Free Programs £251.30
400 (32k) + All above items £307.83
800 (48k) + All above items £546.96
800 (48k) + Disk Drive + Joystick + 3 Blank Disks

+ BASIC + Demo Disks £734.78

SHARP VIC 20 £129.50
MZ80A £434 GENIE 1 & 2 £289
MZ80B £789 ATOM trom £1 50

DRAGON 32
32K + COLOUR + HIGH RES. GRAPHICS +
SOUND + TYPEWRITER KEYBOARD +
SLOTS FOR JOYSTICKS + CARTRIDGES
EXPANDABLE TO 64K

ALL FOR £173.00 + VAT

NEW ATARI SOFTWARE
Tumblebugs, Canyon Climber. Shooting Arcade,

Pacific Coast Highway, Clowns and Balloons,

Protector, Chicken, Slime, Apple Panic, Track

Attack— ALL AT £17.35

Micropainter £19.56

Shamus (16K/C) £17.35

+ ATARI, tNTELUVISION & HANIMEX TV GAMES r
CARTRIDGES BY IMAGIC S ACTIVISION

4HMER
24 GLOUCESTER ROAD
Tel: 698424 ___ ^_^
BRIGHTON JSm W™

15% VAT TO ALL PRICES

,:>jmhm) _§ii§qm©ij@l|
THE HOME COMPUTER&GAMES SPECIALIST

\
Gifts for all the family /

Aires*™**,

0N1X§?

iM','iJ:)H^.'Mii»iii,iimj:,v.;m,ifflm

XMAS CARD HOTLINE
E5 fElToI -636 9613

'

'" »••<' I ' I '" ""^a
LANDAU ELECTRONICS (Dcpt CVC 12) LION HOUSE, 887 TOTTBMHAM COOKT HOAP, LONDOK Wl.
A'5." &iB.£I§P,SJB5ET '

3UTK)N
-
SUHHEY fcAUlPS MICOIM 6 5551 |„ StB'e TEU^i). [B '.

i i IGH STREET
al IB 01-643 5494 A WEEKATALL STOHIS

1
1_- at— LONDON, W6. TM. 01-93?0391



A roll of the dice will di

the standard rules

or a loser? There's only
- try (his game! It is

own game, Yachtzee, and
this game apply — with
oini bonus if the subtotal

reaches 60 or more.
Once you have decided on the number of

players — up to foui can take part — each
player is given three throws of the dice. A
player may decide to stick with the first or
second throw by simply pressing Newline.
Otherwise he will select individual dice to be
thrown by typing A, B, C, D, or E in any order
and in any combination. Allot the third throw

,e player
; decided tc

n option fro: 1-12.

next player takes his turn. The game ends
when all the players have taken all their 12
options. The one with the highest score is the
winner. Will it be yon? Roll those dice and

YACHT II
18 LET T(="HBCDE"

LET P2=S

SIXES—rSUB TOTflLiibONUS.t. .

CHOICE-B FIJLL/HS9 d.'KIND-iB LT
- ~T-12 YSCHT--***TQTP•ST -11

see cls
Bier PRINT BT

FTT 18,10;
"HQU MANY PLfi

S2& INPUT PLYRS
B30 IF PLVR5H O

SOTO SE10
332 P.RND
840 CLS
SB>2 LET NUMG=0

=5 THEN GOTO 96S
94a FOR M=9+2 IF M=T
= 50 L?T P ti

:i?h NEXT N
9sg GD5U6 saae

5ui g»
ae-e.' choose-

1014 PRINT AT 20,0 —
r?S? *** "* = ""' THEN GOTO 2BBEtese print m xb.,±o; throw ™;tur
1E.S0 GOSUB 90O0iB4 LET TUPN=TURM|-1=~

IE-?;yR:i_:' thpm goto ibib2000 gdsub aaae
0.. IS.. "OPTI

2020 INPUT L.F

20SG1 IF P (PL,OP
2070 let PTs=a2G30 LET FLRG=G

THEN COT

J- 12 THEN GOTO
LET OP = C5P<-a

E11B LE'
2112

! * IMT FIT
" CPL..T} (PTS

L-13 JP2fPlH

leH® IF PtPl.,-?) cp|_U5 THEN GOTO 3

S^StjS?**" RT 'Q.' cm—« fPatP i4.p3 -

§i§S bST_f t^L, IS, =P (PL, 15. +5eGOTO 23002200 _.
SSie FOR N = l . „3220 LET PT5=PT5+H;:
2330 NEXT N
S24.B GOTO 3000
3300 gosub S2ae2306 IF OP = 10 THEN L_„

I^JB IF OP=l- THEM GHSUB 9T3E
?«££ ,

IE^OP = 1* THEN GOSUB 9SS0
-10B.0 LET P(PL.Qpp=PTS
3010 PRINT RT DP . 1PL-1) (P2+P3H

3030 IF 1 IPLiRS»l) THEN GOTO

UIN.; • WINS



**

3100 IF BtKEYH>"" THEN GOTO SBU
Cilia FOR N=l TO 10

C-! ;....>.! :

3130 PRINT «T IS.B;" -
314-0 FOR N = l TQ 3
JiEG NEXT N
3150 GOTO 3090

&HTEI UXNMeR
7010 LET HRX=PU,1S)
7020 LET IJIN = 1
7B3B IP PLYR5=1 THEN RETURN
7040 FOR N=3 TO PLYR5

:• P(N.,15) . =MS.< THEN GOTO 7

7050 LET HRX=P (N . IS)
7070 LET UW=N
"?-:=0 NEXT N
7100 RETURN
.=(000 REM 5/P TO PRINT CRTS
S010 FOR N = l TO 15
area let ps= iN-ii *le + i
SS30 1 FT PF=P5+l.E-l
=;?ifl PRINT S"T U T. 2}IPS TO PF)
rr:'=0 riE-'XT K.... . . .... .. _ ..

Se?* PRINT RT 20. (N-l) *3*10;T* EN

?<=130 NFXT N
3033 FCiR N = I TO PL/RS

:;: - - *p

siie next n
. ! TO TIHROU REQD DICE

9030 FDR N = l TO Ni
.-.-: H=3 TO 5

S04S IF RftN'i uTJim THEN GOTO S

3E50 LET H(M'=INT [RND*S)+1
'aOSB NEXT M

FOR Nil TO 5
PRINT RT 31, (N-lls3tie;HlNl

9110 RETURN
9S00 RF.M 5/R TO COUNT 5POTS
9310 DIM C . &

j

3E38 FUR N=l TO 5
BS*8 LET CtH'.N/ ) =CIM(N) } +1
325B NEXT N

asaa rem s^-r to chlc vrcht
9310 FOR K=l TO 6
9320 IF C !N) =3 THEN LET PT5=50
9340 RETURN
3400 REM 5,-P TO CftLC */KIND
9410 FOP N=l TD S
9420 IF CiN>>=4 THEN LET FLRG=1
9440 NEXT N
9450 IF FLRGOl THEN RETURN
9460 FOR N=I TO 5
9470 LET PT5=PTS+H IN)
9450 NEXT N
34 ^C RETURN
3S38 REM 5/E TO CP.LO FL/H5E
3SX0 GOSU6 3800

J TO '

=

'
"

:

'

9?S0 REM S.'R TO CRLC LTL.-ST

F~ is !=-'",
:

.-ir, = .:. IpE:.-, _i£""

PTS=3E
9650 RETURN
97WS REM S/-R TO CRLC BIG/ST
3710 3C5UE 9B03
9720 IF C ill =0 RND CT=1 THEN LET
PT£=3G
3"'3a RETURN
aiiiCi ("-;-> = I" '- " ' '

9^10 LET CT=B
.-:-:» FOR N = l TO 6
9S3I3 JF C (Ni =0 THEN LET CT =CT < 1
9840 NEXT N
9650 RETURN
3900 REM 5,-R TO CRLC 133458

I 'a sib ni 'dp=hiNi them let pts=pts
9<330 NEXT M
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LET ACORNSOFT OPEN THE
DOORS TO
YOUR IMAGINATION
BBC Microcomputer or Acorn

Acomsoft is the software

division of Acorn Computers,
designers and mjimixiuriTS, of" I he
BBC Micro and Atom. We know
better rhan anyone the capahjljn 1

iif

the machines, we know how
to get rhe very besc from the

produced a range of exciting

games, exacting husiriess mid
useful household software.

The Biggest Range Available

Acomsoft softwa
from authentic arcade games like

Snapper to Algebraic- Mjriipu]:uii>n

In Desk !>iarv In other languages like

FORTH and [.ISP Striking colour,
.ima/ing -".in ii.l i.Hll^ and poucrlul
graphic- arc all used to The full. And ii

dots riot Mop there There is a

complete range of manuals,
iceessories ami plug-in ROMs.

Free Brochures
Just clip the- coupon or write to

us and we will rush our catalogue
alisoUiIch free Can't wait for the post

ring 01-930 1614

now' Don't delay-
do it today. Let Acomsoft help y
gel the best from our machine a

open the doors to your imaginal

JCORNSeFT

-/V MYSTERIOUS -X.
=
ViT ADVENTURES =^:

ZX SPECTRUM. ZX81 (16K), APPLE II. ATARI 400.800.

EACH ADVENTURE COMES ATTRACTIVELY
PACKAGED FOR JUST £8.95 INC.



Painting while lines down the middle of the toad
t been an easy task. All those

cycles, cats and juggernauts racing around are
hardly an ideal environment for the creative white
line painter. But now things are getting

id to happen in the era of the
microchip. Someone carrying out one of those time

n studies has come up with the idea that
while line painters would work quicker if missiles

e chasing them. A fair point I hear you say.
Anyone would work quicker if a highly explosive
missile was coming their way . .

.

This is a mixture of two arcade games. You have
to guide a white line painter along a road — eating
dots and painting lines at the same time. You must
also remember to avoid the heat seeking missile
which chases you.

Keys 5, 6, 7, 8, control your movement. Pressing
1 will double your speed — pressing it a second
time will return you to normal speed. However this

uses more fuel and should only be used in
emergencies. When you manage to clear a screen
another will appear with two missiles — one of

them travelling at double speed. There are a
couple more features of the game which must
remain a mystery — but Computet and Video
Games readers like mysteries — don't you!

: LET h*="0"j LET ?fi-a . .

: LET D!IJ=55. LET G .-;=i_se . i_

1
.
iI=Sr3; L =T y f2> =£_ LET :i iZi
i-E: y(2S=4.: LET ;-E2.1=I.- LET
LET £=S

lue-Rse i . d'jeh e.-

3 FOR r =0 TO 7: FDKE USA "=
S ; NEXT r
& for r =e to y - p-jke l'sr -t

IF r J 1 RHD : -.fc THE!-! -?-.=

,-:,-,mpu O GAMES



5st = si?-; li-j.D 1:-:: i =;=
: e-5s, e

..BIN Blill BlljJiil,BI

43S IF INKEY*="1" THEM LET I

»: LET *=": LET 5J=I"1" AM:
="0"J + CO" HMD hf="l"'- LET .

(h«="l"3 + !hJ="B ,,
l

4.3? IF ==S THEM LET t'BEt=fi>
IF fuc<!=B THEM LET 9S="2l"

h " = i» ?eBSii::,Biri asiii
436 LET fue l-fuel-1; PRINT INK

ill; .BIN »Ee0il!l

. —iiiige,ir.iM sue
3iii .sin li^asaa;;

. ,R SIW il^i>eil..BIW 12.206?
1X1. BIN OallllQB,BIH SiaGUL. ;;O..K-
1 030110*30, BIN ClUlillB.BIM 0011

4ij0 Lfc I X« + l«ja"0'' HMD fRTTR

1EB DRTR BIH 11, SIN 0010001 1 , BI

TTR CU-i -K) =603 J

503 IF HTTP [y,xJ =SS THEN BEEPiiss.-BiN aii00iiB,Biw BBieaeii,B

ITS DfiTfl B IN 110BS00S1 .. Bit* 1 10BB
BE .BIN B110011B . BI1

I BB111111,BIN BiJBi
use .bin iiBOTeaei
IBS DHTB 0,0,6S,SE

5PHCEROLLER

si *s.a; --|--;rt'

,2, -3"; st si.i;
i;bt j.2 .s; -#

hint rt 10 .23: '** .at 11..s7" INK 1; RT 12,28.; "1

RIMT BT 3, 11: -B-;_ink Af- _

5 is PRINT RT y.*; ink a,
5 IS NEXT o
3=0 FDR £=1 TO m
530 FOR q=l TO Sip)
535 LET pS=--. IF RNB->.-

D TO 370
51B LET E- S= I "S" 3ND :* ! :*

(HTTP i'J fp> ..« Ipi -IJ -58 OJ

j ipi ..x IpS -1! =55 OH RTTR
HMD :



'Ton youngsters don't know how well off yon are! It's not easy being an old-age-
pensioner you know. Take my trip to the post office to get my pension for instance. I
have to cross an extremely busy road— dodging the big lorries and cars because they
haventput in a crossing yet. It's lucky I'm still quick on my pins otherwise I wouldn't
be talking to you now. I've had several close shaves I can tell you!But that's not the end
of it. After the road comes the river and as I never learnt to swim as a girl I had to
devise a special way of getting across. It tookme weeks and weeks and several loa ves
ofMother's Pride to get the ducks to helpme out. Now they letme use them as stepping
stones to get to the other side. Ibounce offtheirbacks like water offa . . . well you know
the rest of that old saying don't you! The only trouble is that sometimes one of my
feathered friends decides to take a quick dip just as I am about to step aboard. So far
I've managed to avoid a ducking! Just my little joke. But I'm sure one day 111 end up in
the drink. Anyway this nice young gentleman has just offered to take me across the
road so I'll see you again soon — as long as the ducks are still friendly by the time I
reach the river. Byeeee!"
As you may have guessed by now this game is a version of that arcade favourite

Frogger. In this version the frog is replaced by a granny and the frog's nests by several
post offices. You are given four minutes to get seven grannies to a post office so you
have to move fairly quickly. When the seventh granny reaches her destination she gets
a double pension and you get another chance to help seven more old ladies across the
road. The game starts slowly but speeds up. When a score of 2000 points has been
reached the game is at its maximum speed— and will prove difficult to even the most
avid Frogger player.

Variables.

flSO-8), BSU 161, CSI1-8): car, log and duck strings. AS: General get statement variable H- Number
of grannies and post offices. TIS: Time. Y: Distance down the screen. X: Distance right of the

A: Peeked number of character that granny is standing on. I: General _
P: Peeked number of key being pressed. HT: Number of times granny has been hit

loop. SC: Score.

COMPUTER a VIDEO G.
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ZX Spectrum JOYSTIX

!

JOYSTIX SHOWN NOT INCLUDED

FROM INTERCEPTOR
yyycRos

At last, the ultimate in ZX
add-ons has arrived. The

unique board has been design-

ed to take Atari* type or

Commodore * type joystix

The board will take two joy-

sticks* which are software .

programable using the jn

statement on your Spectrum.

Just add a few simple lines

to your programs for true

arcade action. Supplied with

full instructions and demon-

stration cassette for only

£18-95

INTERCEPTOR
'COFTWARE

INTERCEPTOR
MICRO'S

1

-3

i(S&

ZXI
DffiMBffllU

[ BUfflmuiwmmwMism. J

URGENTLY REQUIRED
Software and hardware projects for all micro computers. If you

have written a program or designed an addon then we will pay

top cash or the highest royalties. So send in a demo now to:

Interceptor Micro's, Lindon House, The Green. Tadley, Hants.

(W, IW T-»

:
— asw;

SEE
£SSs*

-- *»: *™°™
";,;": •^ "a-"'





PROGRAM
NOTES

the 2-dimensional

array COL(N
r
M),

where COHl.M)

clockwise
670-780:

anticlockwise

790-960: subroutine lo

hand side

970-1140:

right hand side

Instructions and
first choice

1300-1610 Computer

display (invisibly)

display

1690-1730 Check to see if

Subroutine to

print display
2150-2260

puzzle

This progi am occupies 4950

:equires S539 bytes

to run. Because full use is

e CALL SOUND

takes the place of (

2190 the'- takes tr

AND — these are t

The PRINT commands
should be typed exactly as

they appear, as the program
uses the GCHAR command in

manipulating the central



•
: HUNGARIAN

HEXfcS96JJ," "4S97I

L..JP.5.

T "PRESS:":-; TD SIJQp £
r "2 TD RDTRTE CLQCKUIS

"3 TD RDTRTE RfLfTICLDC
Remember Hungarian Squares? If that had you tearing

your hair out wait until you try this new one from the

devious mind of Stephen Shaw. This one does not

involve squares— just rings— and it's sure to have you
going around in circles.

The puzzle may be imagined as a disc with an outer

ring of six colours and an inner ring of two colours. It is

double sided and the outer and inner rings can be

rotated.

There is also another— vertical— axis of rotation at

right angles to the screen. This gives an almost 3D
effect to the puzzle.

You are given the option of either manipulating the

puzzle, or allowing the computer to jumble it up and
attempting to restore it. Four skill levels make this brain

twister a lasting challenge — will you take it np?

Remember, the Cube has got nothing on this! Happy
puzzling . .

.



Read this ad
You: "Darling, I've decided to buy a

computer."

Her:""++"??!f*"@XX??££"??!f?off!'

You: "Yes, I know we could do with a

new washing machine. But the new
Dragon 32 Computer ismuchmore
important. It's the first computer

actually designed for all the family -

and it costs under £200!"

Her: "*'++??!!©££??! fortune!"

You: "No, I'm not being selfish. Com-
puters are forthewholefamily- and
they're going to play a big part in the

children's future?

HerfOh?:^^
From this point

on.the conversation
' should follow more

sonable lines.

Jlowing you to fully

plain themanyadvan-

ges ofthenewDragon
dly computer.

/1FORUNDER£200:

or a start, the Dragon
s 32KRAM.Your wife may
nderstand that, sojust tell

at the Dragon's capabilities

jly massive - at least twice

s powerful as its competitors,

ith some features you won't find

iven in more expensive units. The
Dragon will give you all the power

lire likely to need, and more, to

>ur own programs - along with

an exciting range of software which can

do anything from helping with kids'

spelling and arithmetic to creating your

own cartoons.

THE FIRST FAMILY COMPUTER .

All of which brings you nicely to

the point where you tell your wife just

how much fun the kids will have with

the Dragon. How it will save her all that

"Television

not included

in price.

1

money on those

Space Invader machines.

How it will magically translate simple

typed instructions into beautiful draw-

ings and designs using set, line, circle,

draw, scale, rotate and paint features, in

up to 9 colours - and playand compose



toyourwife.
SH-.C IF!CATIONS

68(i°E MICROPROCESSOR l\;. A:'ple.Atari40Q,

RBC Micro.and VIC 20 still have [he loss powerful 6502.

32K RAM (as standard). At least twice the power of

1:1 i- I
. Ml I.::

i;\:i;'-.:ni;n microshfu clour basic a^i.ir\<iifj\

featuring: ADVANaaX^APHICS'set, line, circle,

paint, pnnl.tlr.iw, rotate and print using).

ADVANCED SOUNDS ^taves.255 tones,

AUTOMATIC CASSETTE RECORDER CONTROL.
FULL EDITING with INSERT and DELETE.

J COLOUR..1
. RESOLUTION DISPLAY.

USEWITH ANY LM I.I- IV m^\< -quiatu IIA.L ;i:

PRINTER I Centronics parallel).

JOYSTICKCONTROL PORTS.

with 5 octaves of music. How it will

engross your children in mind-boggling

adventures in dungeons and caves with-

out even getting their knees dirty. And
the Dragon works with any U.H.ETV

THEYLL LEARN AS THEY PLAY
And thenyou can casuallypoint out that

although the kids are having fun,

they're also learning. And within

^ft a very short space of time, the

W whole family will be completely
at home with programming - with

computer language - with every aspect

of how computers work.Which can't do
their future prospects any harm at all.

BRILLIANTLY SIMPLE
INSTRUCTION MANUAL.
The Dragon is made in Britain,

designed with the help of British Univer-

sities. And it's also worth remembering

that the Dragon's instruction manual
is clearer and easier to

understand than any
otherhomecomputers. I

That its top-quality

keyboard is as easy to

use as a typewriter, and
so well made it's guaranteed ^

for twenty million

depressions.

TAKETHE FAMILYDOW
THE HIGH STREET
And if she still wants to know moi

take her to see the Dragon 32. It'll soon
be available in mostgood stores - oryou
can send the coupon for further details.

And if you're one of our many lady

readers, please accept our apologies.

Perhaps you'd like to read this ad to

your husband.

DRAGON 32
The first familycomputer

r~Ten Jean Webster, Dragon Data Ltd.. Queensway, Swansea
lnLliislriall-.sMie.Sw;insi;.!.(.jl.-imi>rganSA54EH.

Teb 0793 580651,

Please send me further information about the Dragon 32.

A member of tin:- WsMGyGroupofCompuUea



AIRLOCK
IMS ON AN ATARI 400/800 IN 24K WITH JOYSTICK BY STEPHEN LINGER

procedures go into

have to leave their under-
ground workplace as

rapidly as possible. The
failsafe mechanism i

ginning to shut down the

reactor and seal off a

with airtight doors. Will

yon be able to get them
out before time runs out?

li-uftD ESSE.-:

.54273^: PHEWi^S

..!.: ,

, -NbHcE+^iE-YiEE

Doors are opening and
closing all over the build-

ing. Touching the walls
will prove fatal — they
are contaminated by the

radiation leak.

One touch and you are

finished.

You roust keep moving
always take the exit pre-

Before starting the
game ensure the joystick

is plugged into port one on

the front of your atari.

Apart from the initial Run
instruction the whole
game is controlled from
the joystick.

!--[ fit-tL",

110 run. 2=1 I'ij iir'ijK Zl = l':ii-j i'O 2S 3TEP -

r:r..jijhD t?,_:,lU,.
,

::.nL"i[' 1 , Z\ + :, in, I"

1

: SOON
u 2,21+14,10,7
112 FOR (4=1 TO 20! NEXT H
115 iE: COLOR Z,.?,;nr':RN0' l.:'S.i::;'+2:HEXT ;

:ne:-:t 2

il* POh. Cl^y TO £:30UNtl Pl,0,y,.JiHE; i

-^
TCtS-OR 2. 1S*3:RETUHH

I U8 POKE riiTCLR.O
120 fi=£TICK<:6>

121 E=E+i:iF E>48 THEM GOTO 1700-

125 POKE &r,i:P0SlTUiN 2.4:? #6;"radi

roMPUTEH a videc



J,PEEK<Pf1BflSE+E

i.-rEEr-. 33252,-^Ii- Li>0 THE
_. . SOUND B, 140. 10, 4sFOR H-l
H:60UHD 0,0,0,0
|185 EW2*8»IWTt2W*BKt>+3>iiF

i POKE 37,r:G03u6 INKHNtKl

J UN X*285 GOTO 4000
|900 GOTO 117

1 OHiy bRHPHICi 23: 3ETC0L0R 4,]

I

144

1 0,62:DftwWTO
4.10
40SDRHWTO 154

4,62:0RAWT

40:ORfiWTO

-J CGulift
64,96

SiDRHWi
+y COLOR

i:PL

58 . <

:-.4

JT 0,62:DRh:HTO 0.

3(QFW4TO 153,3310

IT 34.401GRHWTO ;

30:DRfiWT

RPWTO 13

4,20: DRfi

-j POSH OH I 4,401X10 18,t6
DRAW 10 80.32
3:DRwwT0 134.3
iORHHTO 54,40; ~, 44,7.0;

04,66 DkHHTO 1 14,50 J DRfiWTO 94

UN 94 30; POKE -6S.HXI0 1S,#3

.?e;0 JIFlOT 14,3S:0R

24,20 DfiHWTO 1 i4>i0SORfiHTO 11

t.^POKE 7SS*i:X10 13,*

ihHHTu 34
114,20:

DRfiWTO 1

,80iPLQT 14,40:
[ifiHHTG 124,28
14,-t0:pLpT 34,6

DRfiWTO 1 26,66.FlOT 116,

-SETOXGR
5: POKE 5:
4: *6;"T
3.:.GohL. L
10 2,75,1

4.15,15
243.5
00 LATE »

.40.1@,12SSQUN0
0,12: FOR h=i TO

1540 FOR W=i TO 200:NE^T H
!-'-''J POSITION 2,6:? #6i"V0U'RE OL
1360 POSITION 2,3:- #6i"0F TlnE!

1

1562 FOR 14=1 TO 500: NEXT W
1565 POSITION 2,10:-i #6, "press u
1570 POSITION 2,12:" #6;"to resu
1560 IF STtUSC0>=l THEN 1530
1530 GOTC

OF- N=3
ii.lhu :

#6; "YOU CAN'T STOP!'

' #6 i" KEEP [10UIN6! I"

.12:? #6;"PRESS TRI3SER"

.101? #6;"T0 RESTART"
>=1 THEN 1730

104,20s DRfiHTC #6; "THE RADIATION"
#6,' IN THE WALLS"
#6, "SOT VOU! !!»

i *6;"PRESS TRIGGER"
? #6V'T0 FiESTART 1

"

THEN 2030

16, #6

•S\ DISPlAVL
13020 GRAPHICS 2-rj

3150 FOP. H=i
_31B0 COLOR 2

...ophh-o io| ki,v, fu3:t:om 6,.:

3250 SOUND 0,200,
3266 SOUND 1.60..
1270 FOP. H»i TO <
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3 FOR H-0 TO 31SQUNB H
3 FOR W=i TO 566! NEXT h
3 POSITION 2.3i? #6;"PRE

24: POKE 5427a.fl:PPEflSE=

StTOQLGR 4,t :SETCU

2Q 3TftP.T=PEEK< 566 >+PEEI« 561 >&256+4
£5 POKE £TfiRT-l,t.e:PiJKE STfifiT+2,2

4656 60SUB 7006
4960 POKE 559,46iPGKE 53277, 3:P0KE 53249

^ri!HEXT
J
J
P'W,SE+S4a T° pnBfl£E+7*S : POKE

-OSO POKE -as, 54: FOR J=PnBflSE+640+Y TO PnBfl£E+644+V:REBD fi:F'OKE J,fl:™
409a OfiTfi 10,28.40,8,20
4160 RESTORE t4090>
U02 E=0:POKE 623,4
103 POKE HITCLR.0
H0S fi=STIO«0;>
110 E=E+1:IF E>70 THEN 1700
USB IF h=15 THEN 4105
4155 C=C+1:IF O250 THEN 1500

497x ^ ft*'le °R R=U THEN *=x-2 sp

i'24S $T
5 m ft=e °R fl=7 THEN x=J,!+2:p0K

*ig8 I£j£5 OR f=13 OR fi=9 THEN FOR J=in

"190 IF ft=6 OR R=14 Oft ft=10 THFN FAR i-o

4200 L=PEEK< 53253 >: IF LOB THEN 2000

4300 D=3:6=INT(2*RND<1>*-3>:IF 6=4 THEN D

i SOSUB INT<RNCKl)*26m0+3000
4350 IF V<30 THEN GOTO 7500
4500 SOTO 4102

5010 COLOR D:PLOT 34,41 :0RfiHTG 34,49:RET

5020 COLOR DiPLOT 54,41 JDRHNTO 54,49= RET

5|30 COLOR DiPLOT S5,60:DRflHTO £3,60;RET

COLOR D:PLOT 65,40: DRHHTO 73,40: RE

COLOR DiPLOT 74,41:DfifiWT0 74,49;

geow COLOR uirLoi" 35,3£iiuRHn7u 43, 33 J RET

NRi?"'

':C'L ':iR D:PL0T 44,21:DRHWT0 44,23:RET

L^f
C0L,QR 'J'PLOT 64,2U0RflWT0 64,29:RET

§SS*
C0L ':'R tli:PL0T 54 * 51:DRflWT0 S4,59:RET

|eTLIRN
C°L0R DiPL°T l«***0«WTO 123

lETURN
C0L0R ° iPL°T i£4 * 3l!D»^T0 124

R u.PLOT 13*^«WW0 134.43:R

ETURN
Ca'ClR DiFLDi lS'«1°«*fra 143,40:R

EfuftN'"
:iLiJR ° iPL0T "**•»»*« 124.63:R

1133 COLOR D:PLOT S5,£0:DfiftHiG 33,£0:R£T

ETUFli
1

'

01"^ D,PU3T *85*2Si0R»*T0 U3,2esR

7000 reh haze 2
7005 COLOR 1

7Rd5 PLOT 20,50:Dft£WTG 20,36;ORAWTO 60,3

"'o.:.;. pLur o.so.gehhTO u,30;grwwtg i4 set

4™g:SfeSiTi
2
?Slt^SSST^5§Sr"T0 U

153,10
7055 COLOR 3
7060 PLOT 120.36!DRHWTO 120,76:DRHHTO 11

7065 POKE 765,2
7@79 POSITION 110,36:XIO 1S,#6,0,0,"3:

"

1

7080 PLOT 20,50:DRAHTG 20,38: DRfiHTO 14,3

7085 POKE 765.2

I

7030 POSITION 14, 50:XIO 18,#6,0,0,"Si

"

7100 PLOT 20,30: DRflWTU 30,30: PLOT 2M,-.ti:
ORflWTu 38,50! PLOT iw.4y;u .

WTO 40.5B
7105 PLOT 140,5S:OftflWTO 140,60: OR&WTO 14

Li,t.H:PLoT l40,34:ORfiWTO 144,34
| 7110 PLOT 38,60:DRhHTO 68,68: DRhhTO 60,5



!.50:PLOT rS,60:DRAHTO 66,66
**,, 6: DRAWTO 46, 73: PLOT 133,46
J,46:PL0T 140,76:DRAWTO 144.78
je.iaiDRBHTO 56,50;PLOT 40,30:

148,70: DRfiHTO 156,70:PLOT 159.

J0,40:ORHHTO 62*38iQW»iT0 66,3

7G,73::-:io i6,#6,0,0,"S:"
0SORHHTG 66,20:DRAWTO 66,2
iJOROWTO S6,16:0RAWT0 166,1

^SiDRAHTO 125,50
,24:DRAHT0 126,24: DRfiWTu 12

[

>6:DRAWT0 96,40:PLOT 90,60:

SiDRftWTG 30,7&:DRAHTO 76,7

TIQN 76,78:XI0 IS, #6, 6, 6, "Si

110,46:DRAHTO nO,34:DRAWTO ;3
ITO 136,20: PLOT 146,46: DRAWTO 12
ITO 126,46
" 130,34:DRAWTG 130.3S
30.50:DRAWTG 100,S0iPLOT 166,3
166,56:PL0T 150.70JDRAHTO 143,7

8646 COLOR QiPLOT 40.31 :DRflm.
I URN
3656 COLOR DiPLOT 51,21

J,66iDRAWT0 116,:

130.88SXIO 13, #6,0,6, "Si"
tfiDRAWTu 20.50:FLOT 36,76:
'LOT 70,78:DRAWTO 80,78
66: DRAWTO 1 10,66: PLOT 116,
86:PL0T 60,40:DRAHTO 36,40
,76:DRflWT0 140,76

: .-....

731@ PLO"
7466 RETURN
7500 GRAPHICS 17:SETCOLOR 4,16,12
7505 POKE 53249,5
7516 POSITION 2,4:? #6 ^'CONGRATULATIONS

'546 FOR M=l TO 306 i NEXT H
7556 POSITION 3,12:7 #6i "press in*
7566 POSITION 4,13:? *6i"to restart 1

7570 IF STRIK0>=1 THEN 7570
7606 GOTO 5
8000 COLOR DiPLOT 21,60:ORAWTO 29,66:RET

B010 COLOR 0:PLOT 30,61:DRAWTD 30.63:RET
URN

COLOR DiPLOT 31,50'.CiF,mm"JO 33.S01RET

636 COLOR D:PLGT 30.31: DRAWTO 30,33:RET

40,39: RET

DRAWTO 53.26:RET

8 COLOR 0:PLOT 56,5i:0RfiWTO 30,59:RET

'6 COLOR DiFLOT 61.70:DRAWTO 63,70:RET

33: RET

3030 COLOR DiPLOT 66,41:DRAWT0 30,43:RET
URN
b±00 COLOR j:PLUi by, 51 : DRAwTO ;-:0,53iRET
URN
8110 COLOR OiPLOT 70,73:DRHWTO 70,37:RET

3120 COLOR D:PLOT 31,66:DfiAHT0 S3, 60s RET
URN
8130 COLOR OSPLOT 30.41 iDRRHTQ 90,43:RET
URN
3140 -.COR 0:PLOT 106,29: DRAWTO lMti,.i,-:R

ETURN
3156 COLOR OiPLOT 1 1

1

, 46 : DRhWTO 119,46:R
ETURN
8160 COLOR OiPLOT lll,56:QRAHT0
ETURN
31-0 COLOR D:PLOT 140,51 SDRHHTG 146,53:R
ETURN
3130 COLOR 0:r'LOT i40, 77: DRAWTO 140,85:R
ETURH
8130 COLOR OiPLOT 141 ,30:DRAWTO 14i.,36;F
ETURN
3200 COLOR DiPLOT 1 16,47: DRAWTO 110,55:R
ETURN
B2I0 COLOR DiPLOT 141,10:ORANTO 143,10:R
ETLIRN

3220 COLOR Q:PLOT 50,77:DRAHTO 50,85:RET
URN
3230 COLOR DiPLOT 36,77: DRHHTO 36,85: REI
URH
8248 lOLOR DiPLOT 60,61 :[>.<

URN
3250 COLOR D:PLOT i ::, ,vij: DF.hNTO 133,^H:R
ETURN
8300 REP1 DONE
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SOFTCELLLTD
plays Santa Clausthis

yearto Atari 400*owners
HHHIflfMIIIHIIIIIUUmi

t
—

'

!

<s

j| We are very excited to announce the arrival of a full-stroke

§ typewriter keyboard which completely replaces the Atari 400*

| touch-sensitive Keyboard. Extremely easy to install, it uses

:|
proper typewriter keys, not calculator keys, and features all

I Atari* function keys at an amazingly low retail price of f79.95.

J
Available from the following retailers, who also stock a com-

| prehensive range of Softcell Limited third-party Atari software:

1 Antigua street

Edinburgh
Tel. 031-5574546

144 Station Roaa

Tel 01-8610036

or by direct mail order from us:

SOFTCELL LTD
26 Great Cornbow, Halesowen, West
Midlands B633AE. Tel.021-5505063
Please allow 28
days for delivery

'Atari and Atari 400 are registered trademarks of Atari Inc.

if-

6
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TIsHome Computer.
Unbeatablevalue.Unrivalled software.

When you choose a Tl Home
Computer you're choosing li "real"

computer, A computer that can

grow with you and your family.

A computer that lets you play,

invent, discover... that lets your

imagination soar.

What makes this possible is our

wide range oi software. You'll lind

subjects as simple as "Earlv Reading"

and as complex as "TMS 9900

Assembler Editor." Many of our

programs are patkayed in our

unique Solid Stare Software™

Command Modules. Some have

sound. Others have superb colour

graphics. Simply piup them in

and begin.

When you want to learn to

program for yourself theTI 99/4A

is ready too. Tl BASIC is built in.

The programming manual is easy to

understand, easy to follow every

step ofthe way. You will be amazed

to discover how much fun pro-

gramming can be.

And when you're ready to

expand your system, we're ready

coo. Our unique Peripheral Expan-

sion System can house up to seven

peripherals without extra cables or

clutter. There is even a speech

synthesiser that gives your computer

Sound impressive? Try theTI

Home Computer tor yourself—

at your nearest dealer. At Jit
around £200 you'll look no^^J^

Texas
Instruments
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1
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Curse you Red Baron! You may rule

the skies today but tomorrow you

may find your wings have been

clipped!

It's chocks away for this version

of one of the very first video games.

This version features a moving

horizon, and realistic aircraft

Bounds plus an altimeter which

appears on the left of the screen.

The joystick is used just tike a real

aircraft stick and the player has to

fly his aircraft toward enemy
planes and shoot them down. You

get two minutes to shoot down as

many enemy aircraft as possible.

But remember to keep an eye on

the altimeter. Too high and the en-

gine will stall, too low and you will

crash into the ground.

So off you go into the wild blue

yonder—and watch out for bandits!



Take the wraps off the
best Christmas you've ever had
I he Computer Supermarket brings you entertaining, educational, practical
presents for all the family -tots, teenagers, mums and dads -and at prices
that'll make you celebrate.
With the bonus that telephone orders will be despatched to you within 48
hours of your order. Guaranteed. (If it's not in stock, we'll ring and tellyou.)

We'll even sand it Datapost (for £B.50 antra) if you need goods the very next day.
Vou car order any of Ihe items shown (which are only a selection ol what's available from
us) by telephone, teles or simply by filling

l^iZSnT^"™ nl-)i;
|l ~:™~

j

iS^Su. ,;»;
fjsi

iS^y?n«A
"



'COMPUTER MAGIC
gives you more fun

and games.

COMPUTER MAGIC.
57 Poland Street. London W1 V 3DF.
(MAIL ORDER ONLY - NO CALLERS PLEASE)

-\/cn\

J.K. GF1EYE SOFTWARE LTD
THE riEUG8HB7WV SOFTUHRE HOUSE

out question tin: finest wxhine cutle games available

]

ss^lfSI

J.K. GREYE SOFTWARE LTD

ENQUIRIES WELCOME
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When there's a glut of dots around the screen yon need tc
feeling pretty hungry to munch your way into the clear.

Glutton is probably not a game to be played between
meals. You take the part of a Billy Banter character and a
awarded points for the most dots you can ear. These are
laid out in a Pacman type maze and of course you s<™
realise that you are not alone in the labyrinth!
There is something spooky in there with you, actually

there's three of them and they are as hungry for you '

as you are for the edible dots.

When the player eats one of the larger dots 01
the course, he is transformed from the hunted ti

the hunter— making his pursuers change their
shape and run away. i V^;

Fortunately, for the hungry player they also o»^
revert to half their normal pace. But watch out

^*""

when they start to flash it's a sure sign that
your meal is about to leap off the plate and start to
feel a little hungry itself. It's time to i

The program keeps a high score which is stored,
allowing the program to be re-run without clearing
the high score memory.
And it also makes use of a short machine code

program which loads the contents off the screen
so the maze can be drawn from memory rather
than the tedious reading DATA. .

So if you're hungry for competition . . . start 1
here. ^
RUNS ON A TRS80 IN 16K

BY JASON MACHIN

~h





Three New
Video Games
from PCP

For Young and Old Alike

(SSp* A TARI 400(16 or 32K)
° f0ft ATARI 800 116, 32, 48K)

AND NOW SINCLAIR ZXS1

We carry a full range of HARD and SOFTWARE.
Send SAE staling machine and mem. size lor our list ol

supporting software including lilies like:

ATARI MICROSOFT ATARI CENTIPEDE
ATARI PACMAN APX EASTERN FRONT

3 Simulatior Santa Cru

BUG BYTE FOR SPECTRUM 8 ZXS1
ATARI VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE
Full range of Atari, Aclivision and Parser. Order now to

save disappointment.

E.T. — Dec. £27.99
Volleyball — Dec. £27.99
Star Raiders — Nov. £27.99
Ice Hockey — Nov. £25.95
Chopper Command — Nov. £25.99

ACTIVISION:
Boxing, Fishing and Dragster — Only £13.95 each

FOR A FAST RELIABLE AND COMPETITIVE SERVICE
Ring, write or come in and see us at JENNINGS,
{FREEPOST), 24B Hertford Road, Enfield, Middx.

Tel.: 01-8041767

Kuma Computers
i

iLimitecP3^t|
ROFESSIONALS IN SOFTWARE SHARP — MZ80A - MZ80K

EN EDITOR ASSEMBLER

SASSEMBLER

N MOO .VicnnnsiUeaiiims

HARP BASIC SA 551

STOCK CONTOL & INVOICING

so Fortran. Pascal. Pilot Cesi I. etc. spread sheet calculator C396B

HOME AND ENTERTAINMENT

UMA FOR COMPUTERS: PRINTERS AND PERIPHERALS

PHONE: (0628) 7177B PLEASE SEND ME MORE DETAILS
on :;„h*,„.DH8llk.«r«n
Sharp ON,™

Osborne" .......

S.nus t
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Big game

If you own a Dragon 32 Family Computer this is especially foi

have on offer another 5 great games, games to get you guessing with

ruthless opponents to test your every reflex, fortunes to be won and lost

These games are also available for the TANDY COLOR computer.

Cassette price £8-00 including VAT and postage.

You'll find them in dealers nationwide; or order direct from:

Microdeal, Deal House, Bridges, Bodmin, Cornwall PL30 5EF.

Tel: 0726 85082 1 . tandy a video genie ownws wna for our wftwear us

I A i



CHRISTMAS I

ONCEAYEARGAMES.
ONCE INA

I

AcWisioN

.ARMASTER
VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGE

AcfiVisioN
video game cartridges for use with

the Atarf'
1

Video Computer System'-

*

STARMASTER9
You are cruising through an empty part ofthe

galaxy, but squadrons ofenemy starfighters are
threatening your four friendly starbases. You call

up yourGalactic Chart and plot a course to
intercept Warping through hyperspace en route
you avoid deadly showers of meteorites.Nowyour
gunsight is flashing and the enemy is near. You
destroy them with your laser cannon but your
computer read-out tells you that their fire has
destroyed your shields and drained your energy

70 COMPUTER &

reserves.

Again you call up the Galactic Chart and plot a

course to your starbase. You dock, and your
damage is repaired, your energy banks replenished.

Back you go to re-engage the enemy.
Now you have some idea of the astonishing

realism and excitement of thisSpace Odyssey.

CHOPPER COMMAND®
A convoy oftrucks is ferrying vital medical

supplies through the arid desert. You are flying

escort in your helicopter gunship.

Suddenly a flight ofenemy machines shows
up on your long range scanner and you head in to

attack with your laser cannon. They reply with
deadly multi-warhead missiles. You start with
two choppers in reserve, and add anotherfor each

10,000 points scored, up to a maximum of six.



COMES BUT
AS GREATAS THESE
LIFETIME.

You'll need to move very fast to destroy this

enemy, for the more you shoot down, the faster

they get So even though your chopper is really

manoeuvrable (a touch on thejoystick sends it into

an instantaneous 180° turn) you'll find the

opposing helicopters andjets very difficult to

defeat. It's by no means easy. It requires lots of

strategy and lightning reflexes and thafs why
'Chopper Command' is destined to become one of

the all-time video game classics.

STARMASTER

-

:

and COPPER COMMAND®
just two of the great ACTIVISION'- range of video

game cartridges for use with the Atari Video

Computer System.
1
- Each and every ACTIVISION'

5,

cartridge features an outstanding game concept

and the quality of the graphicsjust has to be seen

to be believed. So get along to your local video

"game stockist and see the range demonstrated

1G10 IBB. (No stamp
I required). TeLKatfiyLeonard

'

| on 0628-72448/32839.
I Pleaseregistermeasamember

|
oftheActivisionFunClub. I understand that me
is entirety free and entitles me to a 50p cash ret

I afreeregulanrwii-- :•!,-:.:.:,.:" r: v. :

|
participateinspecialActMsioncompetitions.

|
First Name(s} .—

.

l

S

a UorunderD 12-17D 18-ZsD 26oro

]
Bringing leisure to life' XjVg ls\
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IMgJ microtanic
—a COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD.

BOOKS SOFTWARE COMPUTERS
ZX81 BBC ATARI 400/800

SroT 11* 1

!
for ,he fo"°wi"9 computers which will enable you to use the

Pnc VAT
V°Ur compu,Br

'
VIC ACOnN AT0M BBC MICROTAN. Price £29 95

"atingfellvanfmachine
" "' S°'tware and books

'

Please writa •" «* for catalogue

DRAGON 32 GOES FORTH

The FORTH language is NOW AVAILABLE on the DRAGON 32 —
AV

3
AlL

e

A
a

B;VS
n

N7APE
Pr
£2
9
«5

l

r„c
P
VAT°"

12
'
imeS

'
aS,er "^ BASIC -W

ACORN ATOM

lulus
Model

A&B
plus all the extras:

Printers + Monitors + Disk Drives*" ^
+ Cassette Drives + Software + Books
PLUS VIC-20 Cassette decks, games
cartridges A tapes in stock!

TWICKENHAM
COMPUTERCENTRELTD
n h..h m mMHtM mmm n« m . ti2 i,wm-m ,t izi

SOUNDwithZX-81!

hUh £25.95 THEZONX-81
IT is compleiely silf-conMnw ari[j

liewith'heZl-e: Itjustpluosin -

COMPUTER & VIDEO GAMES



THE SANITY
CLAUSE...
My sanity now partially restored with

some help from our readers, I feel il is

about time la tell all about Asylum.

This gems by Frank Corr, like Dealh-

maie. features a graphic maze with

movement Ihrough it controlled by arrow

keys, combined with typed commands in

English.

However, there tbe similarity to

Deathmaze ends. Asylum accepts whole

s rather than I

. The C (I Willi

closed.

Most ol tbe doors are locked. Some

lucks can be picked, others unlocked by

a specific key. Guards can be seen

barring the way at siralegic points — iry

to pass them at your peril!

When tbe same commences the play-

er finds him sell locked in a cell with

alien gel desperate letters Irom readers

or a solution to a particular problem in

in Adventure which is battling them and

preventing further exploration.

Whilst I am happy to help — It I can!

no doubt many readers would rather

not soe the solution, preferring to battle

themselves. Therefore I have written

me lips in code to help solve the

problems that seem to be bugging most

Adventurers who write in.

To decode the solutions, type in and

run the decoding program provided. The

program will calltor lines ol coded text

to be Input. When this has all

entered, type 'E'. After a short delay, the

message will be displayed In
"*"'

nothing but a hand-grenade to keep him

company. Yes — IT handled wrongly it

WILL Mow up!.

There is nothing lor It but to lind a way

to escape Irom the cell. Should the

ptayei he recaptured, he will lind he

must escape again, this time by a dil-

lerent method.

Then what? How Is II possible to break

further into the game with those guards

on each corner? This Is the point at

which I nearly went mad a lew months

ago! I was not the only one — Sieve

Gamble tram Sheffield wrote in despera-

tion asking me to pass on any useful tips

I might receive Irom helpful readers. He

even olfeied to take out an additional

mortgage on his house to pay lor such

Fear not, Steve! Computer i Video

Games readers have come to our rescue!

R, W. Patterson of Sl'coates School In

Wrenthorpe suggested that the guard

should be approached with the confi-

dence of a hedgehog trying to overturn a

speeding juggernaut.

Tiptoe, turn and face the guard and

punch him, was his advice. Then frisk

him, he suggested, and watch the start-

ling metamorphosis as he turns into a

bin containing useful ob|ects! Well, the

last lit was OK. but the first few moves

didn't guile seem to work out,

Mr P. A. Ellis of Wreiham was more

explicit In how lo get to the (risking

stage For readers who are as desperate

as Steve and myself. I have encoded the

Instructions — to protect those of sound

mind — In a Basic program listing. Type

it in and run It lo ohtain the tips.

Having successlully gol past the guard

and armed with a brass key, I managed

In suggesting ways that an Adventure

might be programmed, I have quite

frequently used FOR-NEXT loops lo

scan stiings and arrays to identify

words. For example where X$ is the

to he searched and Y£ is the trial

107=0: For I = I to LEN (XS) STEP LEN

(YS)

20 IF MIDI (XS, I, 3] = YS THEN J = 1:

GOTO 100

IEM VALID WORD STARTS AT
THE JTH POS'N

If ihe word is found, control jumps out

of the FOR-NEXT loop to line 100.

This usually causes no problems on

most machines, although il can corrupt

The slack normally concerns only the

Assembly language programmer, bur it

n get corrupted from Basic, causing

lo free an Inmate who proved to be an

expert locksmith. The trouble is, be was

also a chain smoker, and got quite nasty

without a regular 'fix'. I was getting on

reasonably well with my new found

friend when suddenly and without warn-

ing he pushed me into a maze,

Mr. Ellis has obvinusly gal beyond this

polnl as he ended his letter with

meaningless questions like "How do you

get the hanger off the Inmate after the

second maze?' '

.

Never mind the second maze, Mr.

Ellis, how do you gel oul ol Ihe lirst one?

Mr. Ellis didn't tell me any more for tear

of spoiling my game!!.

Eventually I found my own lavourite

endlngl Try Ibis one Stove, and your

worries will he over Go into Ihe first

door on the right from the left-hand

entrance to the guards quarters. There

you will be welcomed in tar a lobalumy.

Before you can decline. Ihe screen

will clear with a message: You are now

it thes

buried in subroutines, but the extent

which you can 'gel away with it will a:

depend on which machine you have

For instance, the BBC micro will i

permit a jump oul unless the FOR v.

able is equaled to the TO value, whe
as the TRS-80 is much more easy going.

The whole point of jumping oi

course, is that once Ihe required value

has been identified, no additional ti.

is required to complete the loop, thus

speeding up program execution.

II you ran inio FOR-NEXT problem

thai are apparently inexplicable, e>

amine your coding to see if the loop :

being exited before completion. If si

throe

10 I
=

: FOR I = 1 TO LEN(XS> STEP

LENCYS)

20 IF MID&XI, I, 3) = YS THEN 1= I

30 NEXT : GOTO 100

100 REM VAUD WORD STARTS AT I

THE JTH POS'N



ZX81 & SPECTRUM KEYBOARDS
COMPLETE WITH LUXURY
CASE FOR ONLY
£37.95 INC. V.A.T.
These highly professional ki.-ybo.irds incori'iratc eiecutive bultor
similar to those used on top-quality computers. A repeat key
facilitates entering of characters much (aster than is possible with
conventional keyboard, thus making it particularly ideal for cursor
control end erasing. Attractive black plastic moulded case. Suppli
12' (lex idle ribbon table for connection rile vein comnuter Not to be confused
with toy keyboards currently on the market. Other attributes
Tim Hartnell. ZX Computingilnterfece.

OTHER KAVDE HARDWARE/SOFTWARE

\

ZX81 4K GRAPHICS BOARD

SPACE INVADERS

CENTIPEDE "Inall

RAMPACKS . . . With a differ.;

\

VIC 20 SOFTWARE

OTHELLO

All £7.95 EACH

£YUS

\ SEND FORA FREE CATALOGUE STATING TYPE OF COMPUTER.

KAYDE ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS LTD.
' THE CONGE. GREAT YARMOUTH, NORFOLK NR301PJ^

TEL: 0493 57867 TELEX; 975 247 CHATCOM G

TO: KAYDE ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS LTD,
DEPT.CVG, THE CONGE. GREAT YARMOUTH
NORFOLK NR30 1PJ
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r m*r

e within a

Let's see what proverbs we can

devise for a simple extension to the

program outlined in the previous

Go articles. We got

dom selection of a mi

of boundary
Each boundary

fined as being next (considering up

nearest eight intersections) to

both a black and a white stone —
see figure 1.

"Don't play where you can get

captured next move" is rather an

obvious maxim. All the points

marked A fall into this category and

therefore should be eliminated from

the set of boundary intersections.

Then there is the well known
proverb — "your best play is often

your opponent's best play". The

logical converse of this proverb is

'Tow worst play is often your oppo-

nent's worst play". By this token the

point marked B should also be eli-

minated — if it's a bad move for

your opponent it's a bad move for

Having eliminated sortie bad

moves, let us now move on to rank

the remaining possibilities. We
have a choice of optimising for de-

fence or for attack. Since you are

never so vulnerable as when you

attack inexpertly, and considering

our program's capabilities (so far)

we shall tackle defence first.

A main tactic of attack is to isolate

your opponent's groups by placing

stones where those groups would

otherwise join. Small groups have

fewer liberties (adjacent vacant in-

tersections) and so are easier to kill.

The moves to isolate stones are

called "cuts" and "peeps". The

white stone at E7 in figure 1 is an

example of a peep.

A further move by white at E8

would seriously threaten the life of

the four black stones to the left. A
black stone placed at B2 is an exam-

It separates the one white stone

from the two above. "Block peeps

and cuts" is advice well worth tak-

ing. In our defensive posture we
will give such moves priority.

Even though a group might be cut

off from another, it can still make
territory and avoid capture if it

gains enough liberties. Thus we
should try to observe the proverb

first pattern as a byte string with

values representing the matching

instructions W, N/B, W, X, N/B, X.

W, B.

Starting with North and proceed-

ing in a clockwise direction each

intersection is matched against the

appropriate instruction. If all suc-

ceed i.e. North holds a white stone,

North-East does not hold a black

stone etc., the appropriate action is

At the first failure the next pattern

must be examined or at least the

same partem
i done byThis can 1

starting with the East :

Note that N/B and N/W
include off board imaginary in-

tersections so that points at the

edge of the board can be matched

that against the same patterns.

Thus N/B means white, vacant or

are- off board, and N/W means black,

fully selected for ease of imple- vacant or off board. By matching the

mentation, there still remains a fair patterns m this fashion it is possible

needed to hold all the patterns *"

— "Maximise the Jibenies,o(" your

groups". We can do this by award-

ing higher priority

gain more liberties.

Even with these proverbs,

to keep the programming simple

and efficient.

The selection table defines a pat-

tern recognition method which falls

short of obeying the proverbs to

perfection but does cover most

Figure 2 shows the final rankings.

The
boundary
amined to sei

pattern to m
appropriate ac

For exampli

which is the first

:ch and then the

we could hold the

Selection Table

Pattern i

D W In % w B I

Vu B W Eliminate

X %l selection

W B X Priority

B "W. =7
X <Vi X

XXX XXX

X <¥> X
KEY: S must be black

14 mustn't be black

w must be while

^mustn't be white

NOTES:

Take 1st match in strict order

2. % %i include off board

\ \ \
BY ALLAN SCARFF

1.



MACHINE,
CODEi
TRY THE GO
FASTER CODE
Home computers are designed to
make it easy for us to type in, list,

edit, save, load, and run Basic pro-

It is so easy lo use Basic on these
machines lhat we need a very good
reason to take the trouble of using
any other programming language.
The most common reason for get-

ting away from Basic is that it is too
slow for some applications; moving

idea with
other numbers than 10; if we use 2
instead of 10 we only need iwo
digits, and 1 , and the positions of
the digits, counting from the right

represent units, twos, fours, eights,
sixteens, etc, each position counting
for twice as much as the position
immediately lo the right. Thus, the
binary number 11001011 means one

64, ph

2 pm
i, plus n s. plus

othe

graphics in

games, the calculation of the com-
puter's move in complicated
strategy games, and the searching
of large amounts of data in Adven-
ture-type games are just a few ex-

The fastest response that can be
obtained from a computer comes
from machine code, but before we
look at what this means we need a
little background information on
number systems and the internal
organisation of a computer.
With ordinary decimal numbers,

we use a positional principle in
order to represent numbers of any
size by combinations of 10 different
digits, 0, 1, 2, . , . , 9. The amount a
digit contributes to the number de-
pends on the position of the digit;

the rightmost digit represents units,
the next digit to the left represents
10s, the next digit to that represents
hundreds, and so on. The decimal
number 203 thus means two hun-
dreds plus no 10s plus three units

by ted BALimmm

, by adding the position
values for the Is in the binary num-
ber. To convert from decimal to
binary we divide by 2, recording
the result and remainder, and re-

peat the process on the result until

we reach zero: the remainders in
reserve order give the binary num-
ber. To illustrate this, let us look at

the conversion of decimal 203 to

203 divided by 2 gives 101,

der 1

101 divided by 2 gives SO,

der 1

50 divided by 2 gives 23,

der
23 divided by 2 gives 12,

der 1

12 divided by 2 gives 6,

derO
6 divided by 2 gives 3.

3 divided by 2 gives 1,

Reading the column of remainders
from bottom to top gives 11001011,
the binary equivalent of the decimal
number 203.

These strings of binary digits (or

bits) are not easy to work with; we
generally need to use binary num-
bers 8 or 16 bits long, and it is very
difficult to remember them and to,

copy them correctly. To get num-
bers that are conveniently short we
generally use hexadecimal or base
16 numbers. In base 16 we need 16
digits, from to IS, and we use the
letters A to F for the digit values
from 10 to IS.

The digits have positional values
as in decimai and binary, but this

time the values are multiplied by If

as we move to the left. To take ar
example, the hexadecimal number
IA30 means one 4096 plus ten
plus three 16s plus no Is, which
works out to 6704 in decimal

For numbers up to decimal 15 w
can convert between binary and
hex (short lor hexadecimal) by a
simple table:

Decimal

0000
1 0001
2 0010
3 0011

4 0100
5 0101

6 0110
7 0111

We c

1110

1111

also u this table ._.

convening larger numbers between
binary and hex.

To convert from hex to binary w
simply replace each hex digit by
the four binary digits from the table,

for example, hex 1A30 becomes
binary 0001101000110000. To c
vert from binary to hex. we divide
the binary number into groups of
four digits, from the right, and re-
place each group by the corres-
ponding hex digit, for example bin-
ary 11001011 gives the two groups
1 100 and 1011, so the hex equivalent
isCB.

IB I .MI' :
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Because of this direct i

we can regard hexadecimal nota-

tion as an abbreviation for binary,

and instead of 8 bit or 16 bit binary

we can use 2 digit or 4 digit hex,

which is much easier to use.

Ifwe now look at the way a compu-
ter system is organised we can see

why binary numbers are used. Fi-

gure 1 is a simple block diagram of

a computer system CPU which
stands for Central Processing Unit.

This is the part of the computer
that does all the calculations and in

a microcomputer the CPU is a sin-

gle integrated circuit called a mic-

operated by the

sence of a voltage. We can thus

represent the data bus by an 8-bit

binary number and the address bus
by a 16-bit binary number, where a
1 means there is a voltage on the

line and a means there is no
voltage on the line.

Machine code programs are

actually patterns of Is and Os in the

memory, which we represent as

binary numbers (or in abbreviated

form as hexadecimal numbers). The
processor can only work with these

binary numbers, but it is almost
impossible for human beings to do

MACHINE
W—CODE

To show what assembly language

looks like and to see how complete-
ly different the three pi

LDA#2
CLC

ADC #2
STAS1000

zao
LDA.2
ADD A. 3

LD(1DOOH),A

5809
LDA#2

ADDA #3
STAS1000

ADDRESS BUS (16 LINES)

%J^£e
CPU

AE
CONTROL BUB

ROM

~\P-J

RAM

si
I/O

ROM is Ready-Only Memory, and
is used for permanent storage of

programs and data; the Basic inter-

preter and all the control programs
that make the computer work are

stored in ROM.
RAM stands for Random Access

Memory; the name does not de-

scribe the most important point, that

it's possible to write new programs
and data into the RAM. I/O stands

for Input/Output, the connections
between the computer and the out-

side world: keyboard, TV display.

tape recorder, printer.

The various parts of the computer
are joined into a single system by
three sets of connections, the Con-
trol bus (which we can ignore as it

cannot be affected by program-
ming), the Address bus, and the

Data bus (a bus is just a group of

connections).

The home computers we are
dealing with have eight data line

and 16 address lines which are

We actually write our programs
in a language that has meaningful

names for the machine instructions

and allows us to use meaningful

names for our data, then we trans-

late into the binary numbers the

processor needs.

The meaningful language is cal-

led assembly language or assemb-
ler, a program written in assembly

language is called source code and
the translation of the source code
into binary or hex is called object

There are many micro-

processors, each having its own
machine code and assembly lan-

guage, but only three are used in

home computers: the 6503 (Pet, Ap-
ple, Acom, Atom, Vic-30 and BBC
Micro), the ZBD (ZX80, ZX81, ZX
Spectrum, Sharp MZ80K, TRS-80).

and the 6809 (so far used only in the

TRS-80 Colour Computer and the

Dragon). We will be looking at all

three in detail later.

are, let us look at a simple program

to add 2 and 2.

The object code (in hex) is on the

left and the source code on the

In all three programs the same
principle is used: load the number 2

into the processor, add 2, and finally

store the result in memory location

1000 hex.

There are, however, several dif-

ferences in the details of the source

Because the assembly languages
are so different you will have to

stick to learning just the one for the

computer you have.

You will need a text book to refer

to the precise details of the assem-
bly language and the correspond-

ing machine code.

There are many books available,

some dealing with a particular mod-
el of computer and others dealing

with the microprocessor without

ference to any particular model.



PRACTICAL
PROGRAMMING
THE SEARCH FOR
A GOOD STRATEGY
I have been looking at a table for a

simple game. The game consists of
two players, A and B, independent-
ly choosing one of the numbers
1, 2, 3. If they choose the same num-
ber B wins the amount of the chosen
number otherwise A wins the
amount of his number. This is

equivalent to A choosing a row and
B choosing a column from table one.

There is no obvious way of find-

ing a good strategy for playing the
game, and the mathematics for solv-

ing the problem is quite compli-
cated. However, it is not difficult to

write a program that will learn to

improve its performance.

The best way of playing ihis type
of game is for A and B to select their

numbers at random, with probabili-

ties chosen so that the average

score is better than with any other

probabilities

Piogiam 1 has buen written to

demonstrate the principle.

In order to keep the piogiam
simple and avoid obscuring the

principle I have used a simple
method fo: adiusnng the proi.jb.li

lies, which wit not woik correctly

aii tne time, and 1 nave omitted any
checks to prevent the probabilities

from becoming greater than 1 r.t

less than 0.

The probabilities are set at 1/3 :o

begin with, and the subroutine be-
ginning at line 500 selects a numi ici

1, 2, or 3 with the appropriate pr<-.h

abilities. Lines 140 and 150 call this

subroutine to obtain the moves and
in line 160 the score is found from
the array s(i,j).

The subroutine at line 700 is used
to update the probabilities and re-

cords the average scores to use in

the updating. a(u) records the over-

all average scores and g(u) records
average scores over 100 games.

Line 705 calculates the adjust-

ment to be made to the probability

for the last row or column selected,

and in order to keep the total prob-
ability always 1, half the adjustment
is subtracted from each of the other

probabilities, in lines 740 and

7X
H i a; r £]

-1

745.

In the games we have looked a
so far, each player makes only one
move, and the two players make
their moves simultaneously, without
knowing the other players movi
most real games, each player will

have to make several moves,
the playtsrs make their moves alter-

nately and know all the previous

Howevei
.

it is always possible K
reduce ar. extended game to the

simple lorrr. of one move for eact
playei. although in the reduced
form a "move" actually consists

strategy tor playing the whole

To see how the reduction car
performed, consider the game of
Nim. In this game we begin with
several piles of matchsticks or other
objects, and at each turn a player
may lake any number of match-
sticks from one pile, the winner
being the player who takes the last

matchstick.

Let us take a very simple game of

Kim, which begins with two piles,

the first having one match and the

second having two matches.

We can work through all the

possible ways of playing this game,
as shown in figure 1. The boxes
show the position after each move
and the numbers above the boxes
can be used to refer to the moves.

There are only three ways for the
first player to play, because after

the second player's move either the

second player has won or there is

only one match left and the first

player has no choice for his second

There are four ways for the
second player to play (these are

plans for the whole game, not single

res) as follows:

1) If player 1 makes move 1, make

If player 1 makes move 2, make
move 2,

1

If player 1 makes move 3, make
move 3, 1

2) If player 1 makes move 1, make

If player 1 makes move Z, make

If player 1 makes move 3, make

I BY TED BALL:
ao computer a video game



3) If player 1 makes move 1, t

If player 2 makes move 2, t

If player 3 makes move 3, i

4) If player 1 makes move 1, i

move 1,2

If player 1 makes move 3, i

move 3, 3

If player 1 makes rr

We can now make up a table

similar to those for the earlier

games, with a 1 meaning a win for

the first player and a - 1 meaning a

win for the second player:

mpRACTICAL
1PROGRAMMING

Of course, it becomes more diffi-

cult to cany out the reduction of a

game to a table when there are

more moves, and this procedure is

really of importance only in the

mathematical theory, where it is

convenient to be able to treat any

game in a completely abstract

fashion as just a rectangular array of

numbers.

For a practical method of playing

a game will we need to go back to

figure 1 and look at it in more detail.

From the point of view of player

1, the tree has three branches going

of from the start position. If we look

at the lowest entries under each

branch we find, under branch 1 a

win for player and a win for player

2, under branch 2 only wins for

player 1, and under branch 3 only a

win for player 2.

It is clear from this that player 1

can always win by making move 3

For a more complicated example,

consider figure 2 which shows part

of a larger tree, using the same

notation for labelling the moves or

positions and with the numbers
along the bottom showing which

player has won.
If we look at the final

following move 1 we see that in

some cases player 1 wins and in

some cases player 2 wins. However,

by looking one level down we see

that if player 3 makes move 1,

2

player 1 will win, while if player 2

makes move 1, 1 player 1 can win

by making move 1, 1, 1.

10 DIM p(S,3}l DIM Q OJ DIM a 24-0 FOR V=i TO 3
(25 : DIM b < SI 250 PRINT p iv ,Vf
2B LET p(l,Ut.»»: LET P fl Si 260 NEXT V

= .333: LET pf 1,3) =.334 270 PRINT
30 LET p(2J li=,333: LET P IS B) 230 NEXT U

= .533: LET P (2,3) =.334 390 LET y=u tii>S>
40 DIM S 13,3; 300 FOR u=l TO a
50 FOR i =1 TO 3 310 LET b (UJ = btu *g <u
60 FDR j=X TO 3 380 LET a <UJ =b (U .'y

70 RERD S 1 i , J > 330 LET g<y}=©
60 NEXT j 34-0 NEXT U
90 NEXT i 350 GO TO 11B
IB© LET y=0 500 LET P=0
110 LET X=0 510 LET U=l
120 L.ET V =.**-! 520 LET r =RND
130 PRINT FIT 0,©..-yt!C 530 FOR n=l TO 2
140 LET V-l: GO 5L5E 50©

;

LET i - 535 LET P=Pt-P (v. r»)

u: REM How player's sovs 540 IF ,- >P THEN LET V =u+l
150 LET v=2: GO SUB 500: LET j= 550 NEXT fl

u: rem Column player's »oi 57© RETURN
160 LET S =S ( i j JJ 700 LET 9 (UJ =9 (U 3 -f-£

170 LET u=l: LET V=i: GD SUB 70 70S LET d = .O0UfS Jrta U J -g IV) .'.x?

B: REM Update rO* pfObSb l i * as 710 LET P fu, VJ =P tv.vl f-d

1S0 LET 3 = -s 715 LET L=V+1
190 LET U=2; LET V = ,i: GO 7© 720 IF l>-3 THEN LET I = 1

f>: REM update col prowt es 725 LET » = I +1
200 IF x/IBSiMfff (X/SSn THEN 730 IF JB >3 THEN LET ffl

GO TO 130 740 LET P ( V . -
'_ 1 =P

310 CL5 745 LET p <U ,»> =P ( a ;. m > -asa
220 PRINT RT S.B,' 750 RETURN
230 FOR U = l TO a 800 DfiTf? -1,1,1, 2, -s. £,3,3, -3
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Us?
Ccinputer Games

ATTENTION

COMPUTER GAME

CREATORS
Had any problems selling your new

game?

R&R Computer Games is the

first company to provide a

wholesale distribution service

aimed at the retailer.

Our 1983 sales force is geared
to achieve maximum market
potential of your game.

INTERESTED IN US?

THEN WE ARE

INTERESTED IN YOU!!

Write or phone:

R&R COMPUTER GAMES
226 Pontefract Road,
Cudworth. Barnsley.

0226 710414



LOOK MUM,
NO WINGS
Along with about a quarter of a

million other people, I went to Fam-
borough last month to see the flying

display. The planes and the dis-

plays can provide the inspiration for

computer games and a wealth of

ideas for graphics — both static and
mobile. Being able to see the

planes, whether in the static display

or in the air. reinforces very

strongly the importance of being
able to see a complex object from
many different points of view in

order to be able to appreciate its

overall shape and structure, and
hence perhaps its function. Only the

combination of several rather spe-

cial views of a plane such as the

Rockwell B-l can reveal the way in

which its shape has been designed

to reduce its visibility to radar sys-

tems. This kind of experience
should inspire anyone to polish up
his program for displaying

three-dimensional shapes and using

hidden line removal,

The exhibition of aviation hard-

ware is vast, and it is surprising —
although perhaps it should not be —
to come across the names of firms

familiar to users of personal com-
puters — Thom-EMI to name one.

What is particularly striking is the

number of manufacturers display-

ing computers and video displays.

The graphics capabilities being

demonstrated by various manu-
facturers were quite remarkable,

particularly by comparison with

what is available for video games
and personal computers.

The major applications for

plays and simulation.

The most advanced
panel systems for aircraft cockpits

all include a cathode-ray tube on

which any individual instrument dis-

play can be shown as required.

Easter-scan technology is naturally

used to generate the display on the

C.R.T., and the visual display is

composed of dots, just as on a per-

sonal computer. However, liquid

crystal display technology is used

for the display surface.

changes to the display

occurs, in human terms, instan-

taneously due to the combination of

the display technology and the

powerful controlling computer.
Carefully designed visuals to indi-

cate the artificial horizon or the

weather pattern ahead are readily

comprehensible to the layman, and

must be invaluable to a trained pilot.

More immediately appealing are

the visuals in flight simulators. One
simulator being displayed by
Redifon Simulators gave wide-angle

visuals, so that a simulated

flying requires detailed and realis-

tic images as are technically and
economically possible. A program
for a personal computer could be
highly effective while falling well

short of the quality of flight simula-

tor graphics.

In any event, the display must be
of very high resolution with access

to a full palette of colours all of

which must be available in varying

intensities. This implies that very

larger

by eight-bit

from the cockpit is provided for all

the windows. The visuals represent-

ing airports in all conditions from

daylight to darkness, and including

in between, dusk and foggy condi-

tions, are realistic and convincing.

If personal computers are to be

able to display the sort of graphics

used in flight simulators advances

are needed in both hardware and
software compared to what is

generally available now. This begs

the question of whether it is neces-

sary to reproduce the graphics pre-

cisely on a personal computer.

To convince a pilot in a simulator

to take his experience seriously and

make him believe he is actually

so that a 16-bit

machine is needed. It would be
needed to produce realistic mobile

graphics with such ir

The programming expertise

necessary to write programs gener-

ating such graphics is mostly con-

tained within the companies in-

volved in making the simulators.

The only program known to me
that has graphics remotely
approaching the level of flight

simulators is a Jumbo jet landing

program for the Atari. The Atari

machines, incidentally are probably

the only current personal com-
puters able to display the necessary

images.

As all this graphics capability and
technology already exists in the

|
aviation world, there is no reason

|
why it should not be borrowed and ^

adapted by the games and comput- |

ing sector, as long as it can be I

delivered at the right price. s

BUS
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SANTA'S CHOICE
RADIO CONTROL
n ihe early days of radio

Since then we hnvo seen In :" 1

'

1 '
e '" an

,?,!)
aS S°

controlled cars, the returns
go - some hugely successlut. the inanity Cditiplutehi (hi weH ever since

L
When^you

opposite. Thare have Men hand-held games, table trip games ond

lelped by Ihe customer hav-

ng lo pay out upwards of

mosl recently credit curl) sue pocket games

Whilst these have been introduced, throughout ihe traditional

Heml have remained and 1 suppose could now be celled staple

This has ol course affected the toy industry and sales nf electric

ame still costs only around

ion is around E30-E35 it

icenceto be able to play with
tram sets and motor racing sets have suffered, in (act collapsed

the vehicle.
AIhj Irsdlttonal games hevB suffered es electronic toys (not Simon Family by Milton

Initially. British suppliers
including IsiBVUten games) have taken over KW1 of the actual toy Bradley. Simon was one of

he earliest items onto the

and failed to check quality
What do you look lot when buying an electronic my''

Well firstly, as with television games and cartridges, there is

market place. It was fol-

owed by Super Simon and

and many toy buyers dipped
game play. Also, and ptobablv most important, ihero must be a

fjrjuil bark ii|- by me rr.iinutac Lin c-i irrionrier .
such as ulii.-i s-i t still available and make up a

most cpmpacl family range.

ranges alone during 1981

but having been convinced

Let's look at the vnrymg types ol electronic toys There are

mini-arcade games (both hand-held mid table top versions), basic

family challenge games, waiches incorporating games, vehicles

The idea of the game is to

repeat after 'Simon' (as in

the child's game Simon
Says) the colour sequences

lor the younger child.
as quickly as possible. If you

as Corgi (now manufactured

in Japan) have once again

stocked in depth. A re char-

ger unit and rechargabla

batteries are recommended.
Programmable vehicles

have not suffered from the

sounds go faster, if you are

wrong Simon blows a rasp-

berry and it's back to square

Super Simon includes
left, turn right and stop. Be-

tween £26 and £32.

FAMILY FUN
The area of family challenge

games is most confusing.

same quality aspects. Unfor-
Bigtrak by Milton Bradley

introduced in the first year
between £30 and £40;

Simon, between £18 and

items available is very few. ^electronic veMderiv- of electronic toys and re- £30; and Pocket Simon £11

Best Buys in this category
ing appeared on many tale-

are now regarded as sta-

are: VW Turbo Rally Car by

that arrive with a lot of baily
digital proportional steer-

traveTforwards
3
bTkward's"

^H ^^pA
tions — forward, reverse, left, right, turn, spin or fire

have 'died' just as quickly as

they arrived.

A common fallacy with

MIL j*turn left, turn right and stop

and costs between £33 and
it's photon cannon.
Bought separately, the

£40. Bigtrak Transporter can be ^H
The Honda Superbike by
Corgi is another realistic

programmed to haul loads
you change a highly suc-

cessful line and introduce V*1
er: proportional steering

£27 and £40 and the trans-

either an up-market or

' x ^aving anTrunning noises. porter costs from £14 to £20.
has also happened to basic

electronic family/challenge

The prize winner was
i W

Computer Perfection.

IKL ^^^^J*38 Rik ^^H Perfection as a standard
Pocket Simon

^^VjI a huge success for the last Dark Tower is the most re-

^^^^^^ six years. Computer Perfec-

tion was added to the range

in the US in 1979 and in the

cent title in Milton Bradley's

UK in 1980 and played basi- experience. Record your

BR^^^^^^^^ _^ *
:

uonically. Unfortunately the £ontZ "centre TsTo^ente'r

.''

'

,;

America and was finished [if

this exciting world of fan-

tasy. First to travel around
it aver started!] after one the board and storm the

year in the UK. Dark Tower is the winner

1tSs?S£^^^^^^^^^ One exception has been

Computer Battleships

Price, between £29 and £40

Continued on Page 88
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The
Computer

Challenge
16colours

professional keyboard
fullgraphics
realsound



SANTA'S CHOICF

I Computer Battleship by Mil
1 "-

1 Bradley was the first

ctronic game brought

three 'whoops' c

I destroyer's siren. Pri

sen £24 end £40.

I TABLE-TOPPERS

games cartridges) an
ound reproduction

in be pleyed using a i

e (batteries are expe

When buying, be ci
ake sure the bargaii
I the above, as the cheap

dumped very rarely offer the

i multi-coloured

Taking you back in time ?>

Caveman by Grandstand c,

table-lop game with mu'i.

I

the sports li

Scramble by Grandstand

Four separate phas
eluding a meteorite at

flight through the bla<

Costs from £22

Defender by Entex

ide gam

£30.

favourite.

Defend
against mar
fast-moving

PLAY SCHOOL
Electronic technology

s Price between f

36

Muncf.man by Grandstand

d £34.

PacMan 2 by Entex it

.ired game of strategy

s in the single playe

etween £24 ai I £30.

Galaxy Invader 1000 by
Computer Games Limited
(C.G.L.) is a hand-held game

warding when right, correel
ing when wrong. Priced be
tween £33 and £43.

Little Professor by Texas In-

c learning aid. Now
to a LCDdispli
usands of m

problems at four level

difficulty. Priced betwee
and C12.

Major Morgan by Playskool
Bradley's first



lNTA'S choice

JUST WATCH IT!

graphics as they sh

ually suffers — ii

I UK c

SPACE WARP

pocket l.c.d. gamt

fered from a high reject rate

game facility added, rejec

kier but sales have gone

well due to the novelty of
|

Again, space games are

among the most popular

with game watch fans.

Ones to watch out for here

• Time by C.G.L.

The Space Inva

WE'RE PLAYING FOR TIME . . .

Beauly for example.

puts the number z

ranges. These can

release his cartridges ouer here

ion lind there way into the

Among the ranges currently

uted hy Palitoy; Imagic

5; Appollc

by Cc-mpu

giiUMUii

picking the game

t games

the initial range, including sports I

and familiar arcade titles an
'

- L
-

the cartridges produced fur I

e 400/800 computers.

Among the graphical frills wil

catching articles thrr.

Olive Oyl, while Blu-

Sleeping
|

electricity supply 1

which apply in the U

Britain. American TV st

I hoe- ragrtfied 'u roll

usiy w it the rv set

S~™r Con„n,eUo n Psa e 91



AIXIIROG COMPUTERS ONE STOP SHOP
mam n mMil n the fuliwimg hotels between 12 so p m u sd p m

THE PUNCHBOWL HOTEL, THE CHEQUERS HOT
A25, REIGATE ROAD, A23, NR. GATWICK
DORKING, DEC. 5TH HORLEY DEC 12TH

See VIC 20, DRAGON 32. COMMODORE 64. plus teutons collection of software for ihem and SPECTRUM BBf Mirnn ,»., „

SEND

YE OLDE FELBRIDGE
HOTEL, NR, EAST
GRINSTEAD. SURREY.

I

* 1'iWS HEAD HOTEL,
CAHFAX CENTRAL,
HORSHAM. NOV. 2BTH

.A.E. FOR OUR CATALOGUEi—MMmMEBBEOM
PACK OF SEVEN (VOL I) Seven quality games.
PACK OF SEVEN (VOL II) Some programs require 3K.

SEVEN GAMES FOR TOTS Slow but exciting games with hi
graphics and sound effects for children under seven.

MILLIPEDE Very fast, many levels of pla

DRACULA (3K/16K) Wulti screen graphic
Dracula before he rises!

PAYMENT BY CHEQUE/PO/VISA

fArJIROGpK

j^3
MAIL ORDER: 26 BALCOMBE GARDENS, HORLEY. SURREY

PHONE: HORLEY (02934) 6083/2007

GAMES FOR SHARP MZflOA.K and B

» OIL STRIKE. Try

oil tycoon. A. B & K.

» SPACE MISSION. ASK. Destroy

• AIR BOMBER. A & K.

I FOOTBALL LEAGUE. A, B S K
English divisions.

i COMPUTER & VIDEO GAMES

BOSS
The Definitive

Chess Game
for the VIC
* 10 levels of play

* Beats SARGON II

* Chess clock

* Wide range of opening moves

* En passant, queening, and castling

jr lull catalogue BOSS 15 II KAVAN SOFTWARES
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ATARI 400 48K
ATARI 400
48K WITH
PROGRAMMERS
KIT

NOW
ONLY

£299.99

Available from these specialist micro computer stores tor a limited period o
Offer ends December 25th 1982.

Mail order available add £10 p&p

Kingston On Thames

01-546 3974

4 from 8

CHflfflELi

HI RES GRAPHICS

DE5IGF1 PRCh
FOR THE VIC SO

AT LAST
|
THE COMPLETE AKSWEH TO CUSTOM 4j~ m

character, design and implementation on the ^W
THE UICS BUILT-IN HIGH RESOLUTION CAPABILITIES

character editor

screen formatting pad

coding form pad

two software character sets

compufax software

COMPUTER & VIDEO GAMES



THE NEWVIDEO GAME THAT'S
ELYRIBRETI

wL

r*^l

You've waited in line to

play it in the arcades, now
bring Frogger™' home and
play it in your own pad.

Getting Frogger home
is the whole point of the

game. It isn't easy! There's a

frantic 5-lane highway with
fast moving cars and trucks

all heading in opposite

directions. When the music
stops, the traffic starts!

Every leap could be his last.

LA i a swirling river

full of jaw-snapping

'alligators, diving turtles,

frog-eating snakes. And
Frogger can't swim! Can you
keep Frogger from getting

"splooched"? DADIfCD
Please hurry 1/55^5
up and get l^JsgJ^
l
TO%ZeT ri VIDEOGAMES
home safely. THEY HATE TO

| It's up to you. LETYOU WIN.
For use with the AUri video computer system.



SinclairZXSpectn
16Kor48KRAM...
full-size moving-
keykeyboard...
colourandsound...
high-resolution

graphics...

From only

£125!
First, there was the world-Dealing

SinclairZXSO. The first personal computer
for under £100,

Then, the ZX81
.
With up to 16K RAM

available, and IheZX Printer. Giving more
power and more flexibility. Together
they've sold over 500,000 sofar, to make
Sinclair world leaders in personal
computing. And the ZX81 remains the
ideal low-cost introduction to computing

Now there's the ZX Spectrum! With
lo48Kof RAM. A full-size moving-key

I sound. High-keyboard Vivid colour
resolution graphics A

i

unrivalled.

Professional power-
personal computer price!

TheZXSpectrum incorporates all

theprovenfeaturesottheZXBI Butits
new 16K BASIC ROM dramatically
increases yourcomputing power.

You have access toa range of 8
colours tor foreground, background and
border, together with a sound generator
and high -resolution graphics.

You have the facility tosupport
separate data tiles.

You have a choice of storage capa-
cities (governed by the amount of RAM).
16Kof RAM (which you can uprate later
to 48K of RAM) or a massive 48K ofRAM

.

Yet the price ofthe Spectrum 16K
is an amazing £125! Even the popular
48K version costs only £175!

You may decide tn begin with the

for an upgrade. Thecost? Around £60.

Ready to use today,
easy to expand tomorrow

YourZXSpectrumcomeswithamains
adaptor and all the necessary leads to
connect to most cassette recorders
and TVs (colour or black and white)

Employing Sinclair BASIC (now used
in over 500.000 computers worldwide)
the ZX Spectrum comes complete with
two manuals which together represent a
detailed course in BASIC programming.
Whether you're a beginner or a competent
programmer, you'll find them both of im-
mense help. Depending on your computer
experience, you'll quickly be moving
into the colourful world of ZX Spectrum
professional -level computing.

There's no need to stop there. The
ZXPrinter-avallabienow- is fully

compatible with theZX Spectrum And
later this year there will be Microdrives for
massive amountsof extra on-linestorage.
plus an RS232/ network interface board.

Key features of the
SinclairZX Spectrum
• Full colour -8 colours each for
foreground, background and border,

control.

• Sound -BEEP i

l Massive RAM-16K or 48K.

' Full-size moving-key keyboard- all

keys at normal typewriter pitch, with
repeat facility on each key.

• High-resolution -256 dots
horizoni ally x 192 vertically, each
individually addressable for true high-
resolution graphics.

• ASCII characterset-wilhupper-and
er-case characters

• Teletext-compatible- user software
in generate 40 characters perline
other settings.

• High speed LOAD&SAVE -16K in 100
seconds via cassette, with VERIFY&
MERGE for programs and separate
data files.

• Sinclair 16K extended BASIC-
incorporatlng unique 'one-touch'
keyword entry, syntax check, and
report codes.



ZX Spectrum software on
cassettes-available now

The first 21 software cassettes are

now available directly from Sinclair

Produced by ICL and Psion, subjects
include games, education, and business'
household management. Galactic

Invasion.. .Flight Simulation.. .Chess...

History. .. Inventions ..VU-CALC...VU-3D
...47 programs in all. There's something
fur everyone, and they all make full use
of the Spectrum's colour, sound and
graphics capabilities. You'll receive a
detailed catalogue with your Spectrum.

RS232 /network
interface board

This interface, available later this

year, will enable you to connect your

ZX Spectrum to a whole host of printers.

The potential is enormous. And the

astonishingly low price of only £20is
possible only because the operating

systems are already designed into the

TOM.

Sinclair-
Sinclair Research Ltd. Stanhope Road,
Cambertey, Surrey GU15 3PS.
Tel: Cambeiley {0276) 685311

The ZX Printer-

availablenow
Designed exclusively for use with th

Sinclair ZX range of computers, the

printer offers ZXSpectnjm owners the fi

ASCII characterset-including lower-ca

characters and high-resolution graphic;

A special feature is COPY which
prints out exactly what is on the whole T

screen without the need for further

instructions Printing speed is 50 charac

ters per second, with 32 characters

The ZX Printer connects tc

yourZXSpectrum.Arollofpar.
long and 4in wide] is supplied,

full instructions Furthersuppli

are available in pacKs of five

TheZX Microdrive-
coming soon

The new Microd rives, designed
especially for the ZX Spectrum, are set to

change theface of personal computing.

Each Microdrive iscapable of holding

up tolOOK bytes using a single inter-

changeable microfloppy.

The transfer rate is 16K bytes per

second, with average access time of 3.5

ctup

\*p.n>

yourZXSpectrui
BASIC commands required for

included on the

A remarkable breakthrough at a

remarkable price

How to order yourZX Spectrum
BY PHONE- Access, Barclaycard or Access orTrustcard.

Trustcard holders can call 01-200 0200 for EITHER WAY-please allow up to 28
personal attention 24 hours a day, every days for delivery. And there's a 14-day

day. BY FREEPOST-use the no-stamp money-back option, of course. We want

needed coupon below. You can pay by you to be satisfied beyond doubt -and we
cheque, postal order, Barclaycard. have no doubt that you will be.

To:SinclairRe8earch,FREEPOST,CBmberioy,Surrey,GUI5 3BR. rder
|

Code Item Price Total

Smd^rZX Spectrum -16K RAM vt

29 •1.95

Total £_
Please tick it you requirea VAT receiptD
"I enclose a cheque /postal orderpayable to Sinclair Research Ltd for £—
"Please charge to my Access/Ba relaycard/Trustcard account no.

*PIease de I ete/comp lete
I I I I I

i i I I I

as applicable

Signature __

I I I I I

Prices appty to UK only. Export prices on application I
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NOWYOU'
CHANCETO

You've seen it on the big screen.

"

Now it's ail happening on your screen,
because now The Empire Strikes (
Back" where it really hurts. At homeV

So climb into your Snowspeeder, airn^
for the"bomb hatch'try togainThe Fbrce^
Ifs the only way the At Ats are at your,

"

mercy.

The Imperial Walkers stop at /

nothing. They shoot "smart \

bombs" that follow you, and no
matter how much you try to
weaken and destroy them with /
your barrage of missiles they
seem to keep on moving,

VIDEO GAMES
THEY HATE TO
LET YOU WIN.



ZX81/SPECTRUM/DRAG0N 32

A fantastic range of 16K gamt

M. C. LOTHLORIEN
ENTER THE DRAGON!

T OF ATHENS.

2. ROMAN EMPIRE.

3. PELOPONNESIAN WAR.
Set in Ancient Greece fn

f rial victory over the Spartans but y

5. WARLORD.

a against hostile Greek States and the vast Persian Empire.

Price; DRAGON £6.95 ZXB1 E4.50 SPECTRUM E5.5I

Price: ZX81 £4.50. Spectrin

IPriceZXfll only £4.50

; a Samurai in 13th Century Japan? Face challenges from Samurai and bandits.

d to commit ritual suicide? 7 levels ol play. A most fascinating game.
Price: DRAGON £6.95 ZXS1 £4.50 Spectrum £5.50

;nging game of analytical skill, set in 1 3th century Japan. Von control a village and must meet attacks

from other armies combat challenges from other warlords and their Samurai; attack and defeat pirates, make raids forgold

or ,l,v=, ano f..d you. .illaa. ^^ ^ ^ ^^_, „„,„„.,
Cheques and POs please, made payable to: M. C. LOTHLORIEN

4 Granby Road, Cheadle Hulme, Cheadle, Cheshire SKG 6LS

BBB ELTEC SERVICES LTD
BBC MICRO COMPUTERS

BBC Model "B" (in slock now) C399.rJ0

6K Hitachi memory (as lilted by ACORN) £31.00

1
4"

Full colour MOMTC 1
! wrj m E&C ;;i-p to axxjrwmesl £309.35

12"Green Screen KmniijP £126 00

RGB Monitor lead £5 00

Monilor leads .. "00
Cassette Recorde '' c'8 w
Cai-tllrj lead i7r l;\?ia:-sFL.;ria!cnn;

:w.isl irrelin:(W.ru)

Blank Cassettes SCCICHWC :'J 'Jl BO

SOFTWARE
from £3.95SjtcteffOJK) Software KeMttesI

AGENTS lor BUG BYK i'jllwwi:

AGENTS lor PROGRAM POWER sollwre

FULL RANGE ol AC0RN50FT BBC CASSETTES all £9.95

ELTEC PR0-DIS Disassembler EB.85

BEEBSTICK— Fully proportional joystick lor drawing and games £29.95

SEND SAE FOfl OUR SOFTWARE PRICE LIST

:;.TP:(
:
;irjri!n:iil" .'

i - nn on Davies .

SEND SAE FOR OUR BOOK LIST

FULL UPGRADE -<ll iGs-uire fclAN <s.e

uPCRADi sit I -gsuige .

£31 .00

£90.00

£10.00

PRINTERS

£390.00

ATOM MICROCOMP JTER
per K £2.20
.. E21.WI

DISAT0M SUPER ROM -The most powerful to

4 Socket software ulilily swilch

Ikityel . £29.85
£22.95

Prices are VAT INCLUSIVE

ELTEC SERVICES LTD
231 Manninsham Lane, Bradford BD8 7HH Tel: (02741 491372

COMPUTER & VIDEO G



TWARE SOFTWARE SOFTWARE SiOT

NEW SOFTWARE
BBC ATOM

NOW, HOW
WOOLD
MAGGIE DO IT?

HUNTING PINK ELEPHANTS..
new arcade type game lor the 16K Atari

The idee of Shooting Arcade is quite

1 -™
On clearing the entire screen, the player

simple — alt you have lo do is shoot all the

targets before your ammunition runs out

fronted with si* rows of different targets

graphics making good use of the machine's

elephants which stomp their way across Oespita the games excellent graphics
1

found the game rather unimaginative and
the sound effects were particularly dis-

beaks. Next is a row of hopping bunny

difficult with revolving faces changing from outstandmg vers ton of this type of game, i

The game runs on an Atari 400 and is £

The pent line is a row of targets which Magic at £20.50. £

• Value 4
valuable targets worth bonus bullets. • Payability 4 |



ITWARESOFTWARE SOFTWARE SOF

given as wrong il the answer in the Data

• base was one word. is. Marquis of c 20 with a

5 Queensbury: wrong. Queensbury: right. Fly BK or 16K ram pack expansion It is in the

= Fishing: wrong. Fishing; right shops now at £9.95 for Lhe ba

| But just when you think yuu have crack- plus £1.99 for specialist subje

• Getting started .'

• Payability 2



JllCalisto Computers Ltd. Ill

^^B^^ 119 JOHN BRIGHT STREET ^^1^^
ATA ni* BIRMINGHAM ?L! ,J!
ATARI ATARI
ATARI 400 with Basic
language 249.95
without Basic language
£199.95

ATARI 800
with Basic language 16K
£499.95

ATARI 810
Disc Drive with DOS II

£299.95

ATARI 410
Cassette Recorder
£49.99

ATARI 400 48K
16K BASIC £299.99

ATARI 800
with Basic language 48K
£579.95

UPGRADES
for ATARI 400
32K E75.00 48K £99.95

950
Interface

1

Module
£135.00

ADVENTURE GAMES ACCESSORIES

:i..J-H :

,l
l
,

COMPUTE a and

mwfi ?. r ii

EASIER It front

Calistrj Computers Ltd.



TOSHIBA DOUBLE SIDED/DOUBLE

DENSITY 5 V." DISK DRIVES

000
AND ATOM COMPATIBLE

DISK SUB-SYSTEM WITH BUILT
IN DISK CONTROLLER CARD

OUfiL DRIVE SiaTEM(jf» *6YTE

DRAGON 32*,o

NEW BRITISH COMPUTER

i n ^e)«
+
+v*t"="™:J|

000
MICROCOMPUTERK5

CASIO DALDUL.TO.S

)':::.,:...'"
1

•DRAGON SOFTWARE

FM WIRELESS INTERCOM

^t^hi
EPSON TYPE 3 PRINTEHS 1

^:^rrE™
SEIKOSHA GP SERIES
GHAPHIC PRINTEHS

SOFTWARE

SHARP VIDEO RECORDERS
AT BARGAIN PRICES

IIl^H"iHn?^
n€S''S?i'

sS?iirj
,m

*
vm

"""*

RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES

OKI MICROLINE PRINTEHS

PROFESSIONAL MONITORS

- SW12H I1MHZ monllof

SILENT ALAHM /POCKET PAGEH

SB?
NEC B023 PRINTER

AKHTER INSTRUMENTS LTD. °? n
"l

NGINF
h

OHMAT'°*



Why not spend Christmas with the

Genie Family!

Mioosoft Extended BASIC often many
powerful bjCo lectures

So it you die not lucky enough 1o own a
I or if you have, a Less poweiful small cor

Genie denier, 01 phone us lor advice, ll c

:'n:- Ok :ii.- Ill 'I II

adapts perfectly to cc-mniercia! fi

Keyboard *Speeih
L

c Bm
t *F0ur Uset-Definable

Our ingenious range of small
computers, accessories and software
make ideal gifts for 1st time buyers
or committed hobbyists!

_ consider the EG G03. It doesn'l

match the EG 3085 in certain areas, but
you will soil get 100 C-p.s. bi-directional, a

reverse feed and pin/faction feed, with 9B

£235 plus VAT .

BROTHER HR-1
Daisywheel Printer

£GS0 - VAT
EQUIPMENT COVERS
Beat the dirt, coffee spills and sticky

are not in use wilh these Top quality black

Genie CV1 £5 plus VAT-.
12" monilors CVB E6.20 plus VAT.
9" monitors CV3 £4.20 phia VAT.

set iar the other type ol pro
like ta watch!

The EG 100 12" in black &
£69 plus VAT.
The EG 101 12" with green
£79 plus VAT.

A.V.T.
MONITORS
Available in 9" and 12" sizes, with whin
green or umber display. Lowe A.V.T.

operate and feature an easy view scree
with smoked anti-glare display filter.

Compatible with mast popular micros
the markeL From £75 plus VAT.
HIGH RESOLUTION
GRAPHICS

your Genie seventy-three fold with the

possible £86 plus VAT.
TECHNICAL MANUALS
Full technical details of Genie Hot

Genie 1/n Technical Manual
£10 - No VAT.

102 COMPUTER & VIDEO GAMES



EXPANDER BOX
Hie updated EG 3014 expc

optional double density. It c

IDISK DRIVES
If you want fast, reliable program storage,

access to many computer languages, we
can meet your needs. Tne EG 400T
provides storage of up to 184320 bytes

per floppy disk and comes complete and
lested, in a styfish colour matched
cabinet £220 plus VAT.
The EG 401 AT offers dual disk drive with

368640 byles of useable storage and

£365 plus VAT.
DOUBLE DENSITY ADAPTOR

drives in double density, wfth virtually

double the storage capacity. Thfi EG 3021
is equally a home in Ihe Genie or THS-80
expander boxes.

A double density disk operating system
will be needed, such as smalLDOS

smodLDOS
Powerful, yet reasonably priced, Ihe

Genie amalLDOS contains 21 library

commands, 7 utilities, LBASIC, disk basic

•nude to disk usage. £35 phis VAT.

BUSINESS SOFTWARE

ne 50/40 converte. which 9*

BUS EXTENDER

far rutan £11 phis VAT
EP1.EP3

13.5K BASIC i

upper shelf lo support

Ihe displny muiiiliii lit fit best level The desk

leuk and L-hoieucl cploium 681.40 plus VAT.

Fj SPECIAL nCRNICALOEIflE^
HOT LINE ON 0629 4995

Id Hd, Matlock.

Derbyshire DE4 5LE.

39 4995 Tefai 377482 Lowlac G azn
COMPUTER S VIDEO G.



let the
DRAGON32
fire your
imagination

.

for only £199.50^ Pine F^P™* a. V*r.\AmPlus £5 Posl & Packing

No other computer offers

you all these features

atannprice. . .

• 32K RAM MEMORY
• PROFESSIONAL STANDARD KEYBOARD
• 1 YEAR WARRANTY
• 9 DISPLAY COLOURS
• 5 DISPLAY RESOLUTIONS
• EXCEPTIONAL GRAPHICS CONTROL
• 5 OCTAVE SOUND GENERATOR
• DIRECT MUSIC COMMANDS
• REAL-TIME CLOCK/TIMER
• MICROSOFT EXTENDED COLOUR BASIC
• PLUG-IN CARTRIDGES AVAILABLE
• CENTRONICS PARALLEL PRINTER PORT
• SOCKETS FOR JOYSTICKS
• SOCKETS FOR FULL CASSETTE CONTROL
• EXCELLENT CASSETTE FILE HANDLING
• COMBINED AUDIO/DATA INPUT FACILITY
• AUDIO OUTPUT VIA T.V.

• EXPANDABLE TO 54K RAM
• POWERFUL 6809E MICROPROCESSOR
• FREE 160 PAGE TRAINING MANUAL
• BRITISH MADE

Available nowfrom:

ComServe

COMPUTER & VIDEO GAMES

^J
//

COMMODORE 64
£299.00

PLUS

VIC 20 SPECIAL OFFER

THE FIRST FULL FEATURED COLOUR
COMPUTER AT UNDER mo.00!!

FEATURES
Sound 'Colour -5K Memory Expandable to 27K -Standarc

1BEK
E5YSTEIV1S

ODD



GAMES
BOOKS
to have fun with your

Apple ATARI

and PET
ATARI

" Games and Recreations

£11.95 338 pages 8359-0242-0

ATARI® PILOT for Beginners
Jim Conlan and Tracy Deliman

Kids and the Apple
Edward Carlson

PET Games and Recreations
Mac Qgelsby, Len Lindsay and Dorothy Kunk

^<

INTERNATIONAL BC

Prentice/Hall (^«'i£i International

for only £199.50
Plus £5 Post & Packing

/ have a burning desire for the
DRAGON32 -Please send me;

DRAGON 32 COMPUTER - £199. 50

DRAGON PLUG-IN SOFTWARE
Berserk - £19.95 Ghost Attack - £24 95
Meteroids - £19.95 Cave Hunter - £19 95
Cosmic Inciters £19.% .

" Tube Frenzy - £19.95
Starship Chameleon - £19.95

DRAGON CASSETTE SOFTWARE
C Special selection 1 - £7.9511 Special Selection2 - £7.95

Quest - £7.95 Graphic Animator- £7.95
Computavoice - £7 95 Miuerace - £7.95
Madness & Minataur - £7 95
Examples from manual - £7.95

II II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Please debit my Barclaycarrf/Accera account with

ComServe
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.B.C. MICRO
SPACE HAWKS

MODEL B

Professional B.RC.
software Tor homes

COMPUTER
•Jim

PROFESSIONALLY WRITTEN &
PRODUCED SOFTWARE FOB
THE HOME COMPUTER
From M.E. Evans the author of:-

•3rj MONSTER MAZE .- ,.„ 7vo1*U DEFENDER For the ZX81

e SPECTRUM
DEFENDER

ESCAPE

Trade enquiries «/

lo NEW GENERATION SOFTWAHE

ZX81 SPECTRUM DRAGON TANDY BBC
16K 16/48 TRS COLOR LEVEL 2 A/B

FANTASTIC VOYAGE
(ZX81 16K ONLY)

This real-time graphics .idvcmurv set inside ihe human body
was written by a lecturer in anatomy. You are itiiectcd into Ihe

blood stream in your miniature submarine. Navigate, the

arteries, veins and heart to [he brain, where a blood clot must
be destroyed. Features a real vascular map. You will be
attacked by lymphocytes which mn-l be dest toyed using arcade

game type graphics. Everything you do uses up precious

energy. Three display formats— a lateral ami Inmral body scan

plus blood vessel name, a close-up scan and a laser-sight tot

lighting lymphocytes.

AWARI
* The ancient African game of logic. It takes 2 minutes to 1

learn the rules but far longer m master the tactics.

* Select the 'Goat-herd' level of play and it's an addictive !

game lor children fc+ that exercises their minds — not their 1

laser fingers.

* Select the 'Witch-doctor' level and it's a threat to vour 1

sanity. We haven't beaten it and we wrote it!

ADVENTURE
* Over 200 places 10 explore in this machine code game '

ustcii- advanced il;ii:t compression techniques.

* No random elements — you will need skill, cunning and a .

sense of humour as von explore caves, forest and castles.

FOILKADE LTD * Multiple word commands and single lener abbreviations
. |

DEFT. PR5,
66 LITTLEDEAN,
YATE,
BRISTOL BS17 4UQ

** Buy both Awari and Adventure and enter the Foilkade i

Challenge' competition. Details with cassette or send SAE.

ALL GAMES £5.95 EACH, 2 FOR £9.95, 3 FOR £13.95

(ANY MIX) INCLUSIVE. £1000 in PRIZES



Electronequip

BBC2 BBC MicroK
BBC3 BBC Model i

S ;«>:>:., Diiv ',, A KMK

SSSm! Electronequip [DOB

We stock the BIG NAMES
in Computers including

! ATARI 400/800 I

! SINCLAIR zx8i 1

ZX SPECTRUM I

VIC-64 1

I DRAGON MICRO I
and a wide range of

independent

SOFTWARE

Henrijs
404 EDGWARE RD LONDON W2 1ED

TEL: 01-402 6822

M1CR0TAN 65

DRAGON -32
COMPUTER
£199.00

Sinclair ZX81

in stock £49.95



NEW FROM MR MICRO
tune playing programs available lor trie Vic but we now

sound heighls VIC SOUND LANGUAGE or V.S.L.
gives lull control over (he sound envelope of Us attack,
sustain and decay and volume. In fact. V.S.L. converts
the Vic Into a sound synthesizer. Once loaded the new
fully tokenized command can be incorporated into olher
programs to make sound effects effective and music
musical. The package includes versions lot any ex-
panded Vic, sample performances and inslruction
manual. £10.95 Inc VAT.

VIC TINY BASIC COMPILER — produces true 6502
code. Sub-sel of BASIC supports all floating point opera-
tions. Compiler listing optional if you have memory (8k
exp). Req 3k-Bk expander. £15.95 Inc VAT.
Mr Micro are pleased to announce the following new
releases in our pppular Vic Value Series.

VIC VALUE NO 2
Alphasquare, Switchback
Rayflection, Mlcromind —£6.95 Inc VAT

VIC VALUE NO 3
2 player chess and chess clock, Joygen
Aien Scanner. Martian Defence — £6.95 Inc VAT

WE ARE NOW A MEMBER OF THE SPECTRUM
COMPUTER GROUP. OUR RETAIL SHOP IS NOW

ID TO SEEING YOU

Acorn and B.B.C. Specialists

iwmtfre VIC 20 T^SHI Aeotb Atom %iam

/icak
a

™ltfcartriri™ !23.fa ATOM o°sc'

i

PBi!
PW

"1o4 on Wc
B

G»»» CWUMgn"
Primtrs--At(]m „ B B c

[B.C. Hrtmre [JOB [.!£:5^,
'

slims! [it(it;rjnliir Oio- Cao'lsls !, Towns iMuifcl B! 1.: .:..
I

isoft. Boo Byte 5 Program Power Softwe in Stock - send Tor List

oolis. Spares and Repair Service Send tor Slock am

ase Adfl 1 5% VAT -Orders Over £25 Post F

Orders Under £25 add SOp Postage

D. A. COMPUTERS LTD.
184, LONDON ROAD, LEICESTER, LE2 1ND

zafcfessSiia
E3HE2HE3IE

Y^n-Mim

aSSSess si \

f:S LIMITED
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LOWEST UK PRICES?

ATARI W&m

Sf24hr HOTLINE
M01-773 1343

FoRESHIRE LIMITED
LONDON INTERNATIONAL PRESS CENTRE
SUITE 4.1 L.Tti SHOE LAM-:. LONDON EC4

M~M
\tt

YOU ARE INVITED TO SUBMIT YOUR ORIGINAL
PROGRAMS- FOR COMMERCIAL CONSIDERATION

ALL MATERIAL SHOULD BE OF GOOD QUALITY
AND OF MARKETABLE STANDARDS (IE BUG
FREE!] SUBMITTED ON CASSETTE WITH OUT-
LINING INSTRUCTIONS.

IN RETURN FOR THE RIGHT PRODUCT THERE
WILL BE SUBSTANTIAL FINANCIAL REWARDS
WITH A SUPPLIER AGREEMENT FOR AN
AGREED FIXED PERIOD M/CODE PROGRAM-
MERS WILL BENEFIT FROM ADDED INCEN-
TIVES.

IF YOU THINK THAT YOU CAN ACTIVELY CON-
TRIBUTE TO THE ABOVE FORWARD YOUR
PROGRAM TO:

DATABASE SOFTWARE
97 DEFOE DRIVE, PARK HALL,

STOKE-ON-TRENT.
Tel. (0782) 330552

•Speciatlsls In BBC, ATARI, SPECTRUM, ATOM, ZX S

GEMINI

SOFTWARE
ZX81 (16KI SPECTRUM I48KI

STARTREK

Cassette plus full

ZX81 £4.95

Gemini Software



* NEW FROM UAMASOFT! '

TWO 100% MACHINE CODE ARCADE GAMES
FOR UNEXPANDED VIC-20 FROM THE
AUTHOR OF DEFENDA' AND TRAXX'

tJI^. J. UKUMNKK
FINALLY: True arcade quality on the unexpanded VIC! ^&
Shoot down the segmented DROIDS Invading the /& .

GRID. Beware of the PODS and ZAPPERS! ->* SSIC new

The awesome SPEED, SOUND and y^7iD ^ B
.

am

GRAPHICS gives you the BEST S ..

" P
H

,he
h ,

SWlr '" 8

BLAST AVAILABLE for^ R
a "en

""'"f^ °I
e
T
"",

unexpanded VIC. ^ „
RAM

H
y°u -"DUCT you

,

r

, needs , _^* Humanoids! SURVIVE the assault

am /S> for long enough and you'll get an EXTRA
>* STAGE on your spaceship with DOUBLE

->*' FIREPOWER! Awesome 3-5K action guaranteed!RBQUCTaR
4ffG)i>f QUALITY SOFTWARE FROM UAMASOFT!!

Spectrum atarT4oo/8oo \j
| > § 1] ZX81

J
ATARI 400-800



MMWOm
meteor run
Jknaissanct

=/ntcllilc/^
end meteorite/

5More great
VW Cartridgegames fromAudiogenic



VIDEO GAME T-SHIRTS
Superb 5-colour screen-printed video
game motif on quality poly/cotton
T-shirt. Imported from U.S.A. where
they are this year's fashion craze.
Available for first time in U.K.

SIZES
Kids: 10-12 (27"-29"), 14-16 (30"-32").

Adult: S. M L XL
HOTiFS'T-SHIRT COLOUR

marv'White, PacmairTan, Asteroids.' Black. Missile

Command/Blue {not 10-12], Space Invaders .'Black (not

-12). Donkey Kong/While, Tempest Black (not kids or

small). Frogger/White

ONLY E4.50 (Inc. PSP) £4 (Inc.) Kids Sizes.

Stale alternative molit it possible.

Orders despatched within 3 days.

Chsque.'P.O. to:

NEIL HOW, 3 VICTORIA ROAD, LEAMINGTON SPA,
WARWICKS.

ZX SPECTRUM HARDWARE
24 line programmable Input/Output Port

KEMPSTON ELECTRONICS
1 SCO BEDFORD ROAD

BEDFORO, MK4
TEL: (0234) 85

more RTRRI

"t-lAZATW XUM

AI.I.11IA1V

1000a, Uxbridgp Roa

Haves, Middx.

UB4 0RL.

£21.50,;;,;

MSSEJ

SIR COMPUTERS LTD

BBC MICROCOMPUTERS
Model A £299.01

Model A + 32K Ram £339.01

Model B E399.0I

Model B + disk interface £479.01

Upgrade of your Model A to Model B £100.01

BBC compatible TEAC disk drives

Single disk drive £249.01

Dual disk drive £459.01

Connect Four £5.9!

ACORN ATOM
8K Rom + 2K Ram £149.5
8k Rom + 12K Ram £179.0
12k Rom + 12KRam £229.0'

l.8Apowersupply £8,5'

Atom disk pack £345.0'

SID COMPUTERS LTD

Tel: (0222) 759015



WE PROUDLY PRESENT,
FOR THE VIC 20

e li'iMiioiiJrs

ATOM
ACTION PACKED M/COOE ARCADE GAMES

OMB, A MISSION t'7

TIIH PROTLCIOK £7mMn, *%&

OUNTIPHDH L6

ALL I2K RAM
PRICES INCLUDE PSP. FAST 2 DAY DESPATCH

micromania
14 LOWER HILL RO. EPSOM. SURREY
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Lansdowne Computer
Centre have one of the
largest ranges of Software for

the ATARI 400/800 in the South.

ATARI 400 (16k)

from £199.

32k and 48k
\ upgrades available.

£' \ Choose from our
extensive range
including:

Santa Cruz, Adventure
International, Data Soft,

Infocom, On Line, Synapse,
In Home Software, Automated
Simulations.A

ATARI

LANSDOWIME
CDmPUTER CEPTRE

Jill.irl Greens Trie Chemisr)

Please rush me full details ol

PUZZLE IT OUT WITH
(£iaMt<m

Unique RAM Pack of 32K
your ZX, allows plug in of your
from 1 6K pack to give total of 48K of

memory.

IDES FULL YEAR'S GUARANTEE ON ALL PRODUCTS.

ase supply me wit

|
|
32KHAMF-3C

64KRAMPBC

I 1 32K + RAMP

the following JIGSAW

!5l@ £22 each E...

:sl@E35B8ch £

Is) @ £53.96 <-arri £

;klsl@£39S0eai.h £

terrace® £9 50 e*ch E .

ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD

I I I I 1 I I II i I I 1 I

CAPS LTD, 28 THE SPAIN. PETERSFIELD. HANTS GU32 3LA TEL: 0730 6'
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A)MrK\ oa Church Strict Slouah. SLI 1PT. Teteahone: Sh/A3MIK\ 24 Church Street, Slough, SLI 1PT. Telephone: Slough (STD0753) 71

BRITAIN'S LEADING GAMES SOFTWARE HOUSE ARE
PROUD TO ANNOUNCE OUR NEW RANGE OF EXCITING
GAMES & OTHER SOFTWARE FOR THE VIC 20

ALL ACTION GAMES CARRY A FREE ENTRY TO NATIONWIDE COMPETITIONS WITH FANTASTIC PRIZES
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SEA INVASION

flinDTUISTERS

lUMIMMWJMiMllJim
MOONS OF JUPITER .SPACE ATTACK.,

.game ol ski' . you. as

of an inlergalactic battleship.

light your way through wave

flULTlSOUlID

5WTHESIZER

nd special effecis. For

a 255
noles (after following appropriate in-

structions!, then press "F1" or "F3",

then key "9" and enjoy the added

ence For a surprise — hit
"—

". Now
add a melody over the lop— hit key "8"

Ihen "7" — now play a melody, or

ONE FULL TIME, FULLY EXPERIENCED MACHINE CODE PROGRAMMER WANTED URGENTLY
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